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TREASURE CHES
Uncover the Golden Opportunity in Every Servi

Call

Universal
Remote

Service calls don't have to be a pain in the %#$$! They can become golden
opportunities to increase sales and profits. When you make Magnavox Smart
Accessories available to your customers, you offer your customers that little
something extra that brings you to mind for all their servicing and accessory
needs-AND that means more MONEY for you! So the next time you go on a
service call, don't forget your Smart Accessories catalog and price list-and your
customer won't forget you. Call 800-851-8885 or fax 800-535-3715 for
information on how to get your FREE 32" or 48"
personalized Smart Accessories display (with a
minimum order of $500 or $800).
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FLUKE
Introducing the Rugged
NEW Fluke 70 Series III
Digital Multimeters.
Rough handling and
high voltage are tough
on a meter. But the new
Fluke 70 Series III takes it
all in stride.
It's built tough inside and out.
With overvoltage protection to
guard against spikes up to 6 kV,
and safety ratings to prove it. It
even protects against measuring
voltage if the knob is accidentally set
on ohms. Plus its rugged, overmolded
body armor case offers constant
protection no matter how much you
throw it around.
As tough as it is, the 70 Series III
is very easy on you. Its tapered
design fits more easily in your hand,
pocket, and tool box. The display is
40% larger, with extra large characters that are easy to read from a distance. Plus, there's easier access to
Fluke's patented Touch Hold' mode
which automatically captures the
measurement, beeps, and locks it on
the digital display for later viewing.
No matter how tough your job is,
the new Fluke 70 Series III is even
tougher. There are five models to
choose from. And of course, they're
backed by a lifetime warranty.

Fluke Multimeters

Keeping your world up
and running.

Take a demo.
Find out just how
tough the new
70 Series III DMMs
really are. Visit Fluke 0,4

at www.fluke.com or
call 1 -800 -44 -FLUKE

for the distributor
nearest you.

The tough
just got tougher.
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Look, no one should have to trot bleshoot blind You know what we're talking about

- those tiny digits and screens that make you squint to see. Well, that's over.
Because Wavetek is introducing a new family of p-of-nsional DfAMs. Each Creatures
a wider screen, large -character d splay and our new D gi-Glo - ba :klight. And you get

to choose from the new 220 ric del, which gives you a wide range of features without the high price, or the -.rue-RUS precision -measuring 225A model. And there's our

235 model, which gives 'mu the highest number of features, including an RS232C
output. Plus, they all come with Dur "No Hassle" warranty. So call us at 800.354.2708

for a distributor near you or vis7 us at www.wavetek.com.

Because finding trouble shouldn't be a shot n the dark.
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Whether we like it or not, there seems to be a certain

rhythm to most things in life. Just as the seasons
change from summer to fall, winter to spring then
back to summer again, so other aspects of the world exhibit a
rhythm as well. Even consumer electronics servicing. At least
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the aspect of service that has to do with the location where the
product is serviced.
For those of us who are old enough to remember back to the
'40s, servicing, and it was TV/radio servicing back then, was
primarily performed in the home. One reason for this of course,
was that the products tended to be large, bulky, and heavy. Back
in those days, the chassis was really a chassis, formed out of
metal, with holes in it for vacuum -tube sockets. And every set
had a heavy transformer as part of the power supply. There were
no "hot" chassis in those days. Moreover, when each home had
only one set, it was usually a pretty large table model unit, or a
console, frequently containing a radio/phonograph combination
as well as the TV.
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Another reason that service was usually performed in the
home is that servicing the products tended to be simple. Most
problems stemmed from a defective or weak vacuum tube. And
most products had a relatively small number of tubes in them.
Furthermore, the number of vacuum tube types was limited. A
typical service technician could carry around a caddy that contained just about any tube he might have to replace.
All of this generally added up to a quick fix at the customer's
home. The technician opened up the back of the set and took a
look. If the heater filament of a tube wasn't producing a cheery
glow, he would pull that one and put it in the tester. If the filament showed open, a new tube would generally correct the problem. Of course, those series string filaments in a few sets had a
tendency to make diagnosis harder, but with only a handful of
vacuum tubes to check for continuity, the problem was not terribly difficult.
If all of the tubes looked as if they were operating properly,
the next step was to evaluate the symptom of the problem and
check the tube that was part of the circuitry that affected that
aspect of the set's function. Actually, though, given the tendency
of vacuum tubes to fail in a relatively short time, it frequently
made more sense to check all the tubes for emission, shorts, gas,
and other problems, and replace any that seemed on the verge
of failing. After all, it made more sense to spend a couple of
bucks to make sure that the set would operate for a long time
rather than to take a chance on being called back by an irate customer when the set broke down again in a few weeks.
The practice of service in the home began to be replaced by
service in the service center as consumer electronics products
began to be constructed around printed circuit boards and semiconductor devices rather than steel chassis and vacuum tubes,

some semiconductors were socketed at first and might not be too
difficult to replace, it didn't take long for the manufacturers to
recognize that it was less expensive to use automatic equipment
to solder the semiconductors in. It also made the circuits more
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reliable because the potential for failure due to the buildup of oxidation between the lead and the socket was eliminated.

Given this new set of circumstances, it began to make more
sense to bring the set into the service center to fix it. First of all,
of course, with so many TVs now of portable size and weight, it
was quite easy for one man to carry it out of the house and into
the service center. And with semiconductors now soldered in, it
was more difficult to replace them shotgun style. That meant that
the technician would have to perform diagnosis to the component level, a process that takes time and a battery of test equipment. Eventually, in -home service of consumer electronics products became as rare as house calls by the family doctor.

This situation persisted for quite some time, then something
happened to change things. Television screens that had for the
most part stagnated at a diagonal measure of 21 inches to 25
inches began to grow. Soon direct -view screens of 32 inches or
more became common. Moreover, manufacturers began offering huge rear projection sets. These sets are heavy and bulky,
and moving them presents a serious challenge for one technician. In addition to being large and therefore difficult to handle,
products like projection sets have delicate parts, such as the thin
projection screen, and are subject to damage if the set is moved.

Another factor that is making it more attractive to service
products in the home is the trend toward home theater. In the
home theater environment, especially at the high end, it is common for the components to be built in. In many cases, it's easier to service the product in place, if it can be done, than to
remove the chassis and transport it to the service center.
Fortunately, some other developments have made on -site servicing somewhat more practical. For example, many of the test
devices have been gradually decreasing in size and weight,
while increasing in functionality and ease of use. High quality
DMMs now can be held in one hand and weigh very little. Even
the venerable oscilloscope has been dramatically reduced in size
and weight. Soldering and desoldering tools have been made
portable, either through the use of batteries or gas heated tips.
Given the growing complexity of consumer electronics products, it will always be more desirable to service them in the service center rather than on site. The service bench can always be
set up more appropriately for service than the customer's home.
But in many cases, given heavy, bulky, or built-in product, it
makes more sense to service on site where possible. The lives
of the service manager and service technician have become a
little more complicated now that they occasionally have to make
the decision as to how and where to most efficiently and effectively service those products.
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Computer software for service
center management
by the ES&T Staff
The introduction of computers formalized the idea of the term "database," but businesses and institutions already had some form of database
in place before computers came along. In
a library, the database was the card catalog. It took up quite a bit of space, and in

order to gain access to the information
contained, a library patron had to go to
the library and look up the information
they needed. Nowadays, in most libraries,
that same information is housed in a com-

puter, and it can be accessed from com-

puter terminals all over the library, or
even from the personal computer of a
patron from home.
Businesses have always had customer

information lists: name, address, telephone number, service performed, etc. As
often as not the customer information list
was recorded on 3X5 cards, or a Rolodex,

or something like that. This list was, in
essence, a database. A database allows the
business to keep track of customer activity, or to mail out flyers to their customers
announcing sales or other events.

In the case of a consumer electronics
service center, other data is recorded as
well. When one of those customers on the
database (or a new customer, newly added

to the database) brings in a product for
service, that information is added to a
database of products in the service center. This database is frequently updated,
as the product progresses through the service process, to the completion stage.
Throughout the process, various forms

are produced: the customer claim form,

the identification tag or sticker that is
affixed to the product, the bill of materials, the invoice.

The limitations of manual databases
Manual databases are useful, of course.
But, being manual, they require that the
user perform the same functions over and
over again. For example, every time a
new form or portion thereof is generated,

the information has to be manually
6
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entered again. Of course, carbon copies
can improve this situation, but carbons
tend to be messy and they're not always
easy to read.

Moreover, because the database is
manual and on paper, the information is
available only to someone who has the
paper in his hand. In the case of a service
center, for example, any time some procedure is completed on the product, from
initial diagnosis to ordering of parts, to
completion of service and performing of
the operational test, or burn -in, no one in
the service center will be aware of the status of the product except the technician,
unless an elaborate, and perhaps cumber-

some, procedure has been established
such that each location reports to a central location each time there is a change
in status of a product.
If such a procedure does not exist in a
given service center, then any time a customer calls in to determine the status of
repair of his product, the customer service

person has to check with the technician,
via intercom or in person, thus disrupting
the flow of the work of both the technician and the customer service function.

A computer database eliminates
these limitations
Many service centers still have not
adopted computers. They simply feel that

computers are an unnecessary product
that they would have to learn about and
pay good money for no reason. After all,

they can continue to do things the old
fashioned, manual, way. And of course
they can. But a computer can certainly
make all of that work of making out
paperwork, retrieving data and generating reports a whole lot easier.
In fact, service management software
is possibly the best argument for a service

center to buy a computer. And the best
thing about the software of today is that
it really doesn't require that the user know

anything about computers. They simply
have to learn how to use the software.
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But even that statement is somewhat
misleading. Many, if not most, of the ser-

vice center management software packages available use methods and procedures that make using them as simple as
using their paper equivalent. And they
make all of the paperwork chores associated with consumer electronics service so
much easier than doing the same things
with paper and pen.

Tracking a product
Let's consider a typical transaction
using one type of service management
software on a computer network. In this
scenario, a customer brings in a TV set.
The front desk person asks the customer
if he has done business with the service

center before. If the answer is no, the
counter person asks for and keys in name,
address and telephone number, etc. If the
customer has done business there before,
the customer service person asks for the
customer's telephone number and keys it

in. The data for that person; name,
address, telephone number, etc., will
appear on the screen.
At this point the information on the set:

brand, model number, chassis number,
screen size, complaint, etc. is then keyed

in. Any other pertinent data such as
amount of deposit and the promise date
are also entered.
At this point, the press of a few keys
causes the computer to print out a claim
check and an inventory tag to be attached
to the set. If the system has the capability, these documents may be bar coded for
simplified data entry when the status of
the set is updated.
During the service process, pertinent
update information is entered into the
computer; such things as the name of the
technician assigned to the product, trouble found, parts that need to be ordered,

location of the set if it has to be temporarily stored, etc.
If the customer calls to ask the progress
of the VCR, customer service only has to

enter the individual's telephone number
into the computer and the appropriate
information appears on the screen.
When the repair is complete, the total
labor and parts, as well as any miscellaneous materials charges are entered into
the computer, the invoice is prepared, and
the owner of the product is contacted.

Shared information
streamlines the process

everyone in the service center knows
where it is.
If the technician uses a part from inventory to perform this repair, the inventory
is updated to show the new correct number of parts, and if the stocking level has
reached the reorder trigger point, the part
can be placed on order.

Other features
If the software is properly equipped, all

With some software, the service center

of the financial information can be

may be able to do a lot of other things with

accessed and brought into the accounting

the information available. Let's say that,
the replacement parts inventory and service information are also on the network,
which is a possibility with many service
management software programs. Now
when the service technician needs service
information he checks the computer to
determine if it is on file at the service center, and if so, where it might be. If that
service literature is already in use, that
information will be displayed. If the ser-

system directly, without the need to re-

vice literature is on file and available,
when the technician takes it out of storage he makes the appropriate entry and

largest price tag is not necessarily the
most full -featured or useful. The only
way to determine which would be the best

for your purposes would be to try several that seem to be in line with your needs
and find out which one, if any, will do the
job for your service center.

Most service management software
companies offer demo programs, some
of which are actually fully featured versions, but limit the number of records

that can be entered to ten or twenty.
Experimenting with several of these

ranty information can be transmitted

demos will give you a chance to determine if one of them will work for your
service center.
Be sure to try all of the features and

electronically to the manufacturer.

make sure it will do everything you need

enter the data. If the program has an electronic filing option, the appropriate war-

Which service center
management software?
Service management software programs range in price from a few hundred

dollars to several thousand dollars. It's
impossible without a thorough study to
determine which one is the best for a par-

ticular service center. The one with the

it to do. One service center owner with
whom we've spoken has a wonderfully
useful program for managing his service

center, but it won't interface with his
accounting system, so every month his
clerical personnel have to manually transport all or part of the financial data to the
accounting system. That's an unfortunate
waste of time.

Manage your business more effectively

from drop-off to pick-up!

Streamline your entire repair
process from drop-off to pick-up

Provide more information to your
technicians so they can do a oetter job

Give your customers the
best possible service

The NEW SA32 Service Assistant provides you with the most in-depth

management tool available for the electronic service center. This software
program is more than your typical invoicing package. With the SA32, your techs
will have easy access to repair information and notes, your secretary will know the
status of all repairs, your parts department will be able to better manage inventory,
and you'll increase profits. Call 1-800-SENCORE (736-2673) and check out the
latest in Windows compatible service center management software.

SE=r.%%Jc:xpi=

3200 Sencore Drive, Sioux Falls, SD 57107
Direct: (605)339-0100 Fax:(605)339-0317
www.sencore.com

Call before
May 30, 1998 and
receive
special pricing
on a single user system
ar get a free work station
when you buy
a
network system.

Service Assistant
by Sencore
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Look at our list
This box contains a listing of all of the

companies that we know of who offer
service management software. This listing is as up to date as we could make it.

Service management
software providers
A -Tech Electronics
198 Lincoln Highway
Fairless Hills PA 19030
215-949-0400
Fax: 215-949-0403
e-mail: A_tech@juno.com
Website: Http://www.a-tech-inc.com

AnaTek Corporation
PO Box 1200
100 Merrimack Rd
Amherst NH 03031
603-673-4342
800-999-0304
Fax: 603-673-5374
e-mail: Info@anatekcorp.com
Website: Http://www.anatekcorp.com

Astea International
55 Middlesex Turnpike
Bedford MA 01730
617-275-5440
Fax: 617-275-1910

Automated Systems, Inc.
4827 Pioneer Blvd Suite 100
Lincoln NE 68506
402-489-2717
800-279-7312
Fax: 402-489-2370

BGI Company, Inc. "AutoTech"
50509 Hollyhock Road
South Bend IN 46637
219-277-8762
Fax: 219-277-8762
e-mail: S_b@sprynet.com

Cahill Electronics
160 Main Street
PO Box 568
Kingston NH 03848
603-642-4292
Fax: 603-642-7941
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Computer Transaction Systems

Electronix Corp.

15 Bayview St
PO Box 56
North Weymouth MA 02191
617-331-6968
800-331-6968
Fax: 617-331-6969
e-mail: Ctsysinc@concentric.net

1 Herald Square
Fairborn OH 45324-5155
937-878-1828
800-223-3205
Fax: 937-878-1972
e-mail: Sales@electronix.com
Website: Http://www.electronix.com

Core Software
26303 Oak Ridge Drive
Spring TX 77380-1918
281-292-2177
Fax: 282-298-1492
e-mail: Core@coresoftware.com
Website:
Http://www.coresoftware.com

Creative Logics Corporation
1100 Jorie Blvd Suite 221
Oak Brook IL 60523
630-574-9025
888-564-4737
Fax: 630-574-9026
e-mail:
75343,2575@compuserve.com
Website: Http://www.logiserv.com

Custom Data Associates
2535 Putty Hill Ave
Baltimore MD 21234-4307
410-668-9594
800-451-0137
Fax: 410-661-3942
e-mail: Cda282@aol.com

Data -Basics Inc.
9450 Midwest Ave
Garfield Heights OH 44125
216-663-5600 800-837-7574
Fax: 216-663-5454

DataBasic
120 Judd St
Bristol CT 06010
800-967-5924

DAYTA-CO
PO Box 30191
Mesa AZ 85275
602-835-2243
Fax: 602-835-2243
Website: Http://www.daytaco.com

Electronic Parts Supply
4071 Emery Street
Emeryville CA 94608
510-420-1040 800-227-0104
Fax: 510-420-0812
e-mail: Mlmld@aol.com
Website: Http://www.gen.com/wondarl
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Electronic Software Developers
826 S. Main Street
S. Farmingdale, NY 11735
800-621-8477
e-mail: esd@bccom.com
Website: www.tvtechtips.com

EURAS USA, Inc.
501 Sycamore Street, Ste 300
Waterloo IA 50703-4643
319-236-2000
800-453-8727
Fax: 319-236-2020
e-mail: Info@euras.com
Foley-Belsaw
6301 Equitable Road
Kansas City MO 64120-1395
816-483-2700
800-821-3452
Fax: 816-483-5010
e-mail:
Electronics@foley-belsaw.com
Website:
Http://www.foley-belsaw.com

Good-Lyddon Data Systems
6879 Sard Street
Rancho Cucamonga CA 91701
909-980-4563
e-mail: Joseph_lyddon@eee.org

Higher Intelligence Software
60 Farmington Lane
Melville NY 11747-4019
516-643-7740
800-215-5081

JDR Microdevices
1850 S Tenth Ave
San Jose CA 95112

408-494-1400 800-538-5000
Fax: 408-494-1420
e-mail: Sales@jdr.com
Website: Http://www.jdr.com

Magic Solutions, Inc.

RAM Software Enterprises

180 Franklin Turnpike
Mahwah NJ 07430
201-529-5533
Fax: 201-529-2955

3434 Bren Lee Court
Indianapolis IN 46227-7905
317-881-0690
e-mail:
Ramsoftwaresystems@juno.com

MaxServ, Inc.
8317 Cross Park Drive
Austin TX 78754
512-834-8341
Fax: 512-834-1137

Merlin Software
15735 Barranca Pkwy Ste B108
Irvine CA 92618
714-453-9563
Fax: 714-753-0501
e-mail: Merlin@merlinsoft.com
Website:
Http://www.merlinsoft/merlin

Metrix Inc.
20975 Swenson Drive
Waukesha WI 53186
414-798-8560
800-543-2130
Fax: 414-798-8573

Nationwide Electronics
1242 E Lexington Ave
Pomona CA 91766-5561
909-591-5885
800-659-3186
Fax: 909-627-3391
e-mail: Info@neiparts.net
Website: Http://www.neiparts.net

Servicing Systems
37 Davenport Drive
Stamford CT 06902
203-316-0414
Fax: 213-316-0414
e-mail:
103021.3220@compuserve.com

RNJ Electronics Inc.
202 New Highway
PO Box 667
Amityville NY 11701
516-226-2700
800-645-5833
Fax: 516-226-2770
e-mail: Rnjelect@rnjelect.com

Sirius Software Inc.
345 West Second St, Suite 201
Dayton OH 45402
937-228-4849
800-788-4849
Fax: 937-228-1159
e-mail: Sales@siriusgt.com
Website: Http://www.siriusgt.com

Sage Data Systems
Division of America West C&E

DW Smith & Associates
2929 Campus Drive Suite 200
San Mateo CA 94403
415-349-7725
Fax: 415-349-5693

1900 Elk St.
Rock Springs WY 82901-4005
307-382-5663
800-542-9378
Fax: 307-382-7323

SBS Direct
123 NW 13th St, Suite 213
Boca Raton FL 33432
561-394-8771
800-603-9000
Fax: 561-361-9774
e-mail: Service@sbsdirect.com
Website: Http://www.sbsdirect.com

Sencore Electronics
NESDA
2708 W. Berry
Fort Worth TX 76109-2356
817-921-9061
Fax: 817-921-3741
Website: Http://www.nesda.com

PD Software
7320 Louetta Rd
Spring TX 77379
281-370-0600
Fax: 281-251-9300
e-mail: Pallen@infohwy.com
Website:
Http://www.infohwy.com/-pallen

Plaza Distributing
13268 66th Street N.
Largo FL 34643
813-531-5484
800-531-5484
Fax: 813-530-1821

3200 Sencore Drive
Sioux Falls SD 57107
605-339-0100
800-SENCORE
Fax: 605-339-0317
e-mail: Sencore@sencore.com
Website: Http://www.sencore.com

Sy ncPulse Systems
PO Box 4503
Sunland CA 91041
818-353-9595/Fax: 818-353-7016
e-mail:
102654,1665@compuserve.com
Website: Http://www.syncpulse.com

Tech Assist, Inc.
11350 66th St #105
Largo FL 33773
813-547-0499 800-274-3785
Fax: 813-547-0768
e-mail: Info@toolsthatwork.com
Website:
Http://www.toolsthatwork.com

Service Management Software

TV Man Tech Tips Inc.
8614 State Road 84
Fort Lauderdale FL 33324
954-349-2455

931 Sunset Boulevard
West Columbia SC 29169
803-791-5860
Fax: 803-791-8521

800-474-3588
e-mail: Tvman@safari.net
Website:
Http://www.safari.net/-tvman

Service Ware Corporation
200 Montcalm Suite R8
Hull PQ J8Y 3B5
819-770-4000
Fax: 819-770-1795
e-mail: Info@serviceware.ca
Website: Http://www.serviceware.ca

Warrantech Corp.
300 Atlantic St.
Stamford CT 06901
203-975-1100
800-544-9510
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On -site servicing
by the ES&T Staff
Scrvicing in the service center has
many advantages over servicing on

site. For one thing, there's the ser-

vice bench itself. If it was properly
designed, it's at the right height, designed
to hold the weight of any product serviced

by the company, well lighted, provided

with the correct power requirements,
tools, test equipment and supplies. In
addition, all of the correct service literature is readily at hand. If it's not right at
the service bench, it's in a filing cabinet
just in the next room. And if any generic
replacement parts are necessary to complete the job, they may very well be in
inventory at the service center.
Even more important in some cases, is

the presence of other technicians. If a
technician is working on a product and

Removing a projection chassis for transportation to the service center can take a
great deal of valuable time, and there's a
pretty good possibility of damage to the
product during handling or transportation.
On the other hand, if the product is a per-

needs to ask a question he may only have

to shout to a guy over at the next bench
in order to find an answer.

Servicing on site
There was a time when servicing of a
consumer electronic product on site was
the norm. When the active devices in a

sonal computer, it may be desirable to service the product on site simply to return a
product that the user has come to depend
upon to service as quickly as possible.

TV set or radio were vacuum tubes, products malfunctioned frequently, the cause

As desirable as it is to service such
products on site, on the first visit, there
will be cases in which it will simply not
be posible to service them on site. Either

of the malfunction was almost always a

bad tube, and the number of different
tubes that a typical set contained was lim-

the tools, or the test equipment, or service

ited to a relative few. Under these cir-

literature, or replacement components
will not be available. Or the diagnostic

cumstances, it made great sense to service

on site. A good technician armed with a
tube tester and a caddy full of tubes could

process will take an inordinate length of
time, to the extent that the confidence of
the customer in the ability of the tech will
be seriously undermined. In such cases

fix just about any set in a half hour or less.
Things have changed, however.

Consumer electronics products of today
are very reliable. Where they once might
have broken down several times a year,

there is no alternative but to take the product back to the service center.

they now generally break down only
every several years. And servicing them
usually requires service literature, some
sophisticated test equipment and accessories, and a highly trained technician.
Under these circumstances, servicing
on site is almost always something of a

Providing the required equipment for
on -site service
While no service center will probably
ever be able to provide enough of the requisite tools, test equipment, etc. to complete every job on site, proper planning

compromise. If the product is large or

and making a commitment to on -site

bulky, like a large direct -view television
set, or a rear -projection set, it's preferable

work will increase the percentage of jobs
you can complete on site. The closer the
environment on -site can be made to the

to he able to fix it right where it sits.
10
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environment of the service bench, the
more likely completions will become.

An ideal assistant would be a mini
bench for the technician to take on on -site
service calls. It could be nothing more
than a reinforced steel box with room for
all of the tools and test equipment, a plug
strip so that the technician can plug in all

of his electrical equipment, an isolation
transformer to provide isolated power for
any line operated test equipment, and
room enough on top to place a large chassis. This would get the product up off the
floor, and make on -site service more like
bench service at the service center.

Cell phones/two-way
radio communication
These days, two-way communication,
whether it's via cellular telephone or a
dedicated two-way system is inexpensive
relative to the cost of paying a technician.

It makes sense, therefore, that a techni-

"While no service center will
probably ever be able to provide
enough of the requisite tools, test
equipment, etc. to complete every

job on site, proper planning and
making a commitment to on -site
work will increase the percentage
of jobs you can complete on site."

cian be equipped with some method of

the problem and correct it far easier than

communicating with the service center to
ask for assistance in servicing the prod-

if he had to guess at the circuitry he's

uct, to ask about a cross reference for a
part, to request that a part be picked up
and delivered to him by a lower paid assis-

involved with, or if he had to leaf through
bulky service manuals.
But the potential value of a laptop computer to the technician doesn't stop there.

tant, or even in some cases to call for

Several companies offer software that

assistance in finding the location of the
service call site.
Another use of a two-way radio or cellular telephone would be to keep in con-

contains complete maps of every street in
the U. S. And this software allows the user
to enter a street name, a telephone number, a street number, or a zip code to locate

tact with customers. That way, if the technician has been delayed at a service call,
he could call customers at locations where
he's scheduled to arrive later in the day to
let them know he'll be delayed. Similarly,
when the technician has completed a ser-

an area, or even a particular address on
the map. Armed with this type of soft-

vice call, he can call and make sure that
someone is actually in at the next site he
is scheduled to arrive at.

Laptop computers
Laptop computers are not cheap. A
state-of-the-art laptop may cost a few
thousand dollars. But the salary of a good
technician is several tens of thousands of

dollars a year. If a laptop computer can
help a technician perform service on site,
perhaps in some cases allowing him to
complete a service procedure quickly, and
in the minimum number of trips, it might
make sense to provide on -site technicians
with laptop computers.
There are a number of things that a lap-

top can do to help the technician. For
starters, many of the replacement parts
cross references are now available on
either floppy disk or CD ROM. If a tech-

nician is able to isolate the cause of the
problem in a customer's product to a component, he may have a generic part on the
service vehicle that will correct the prob-

lem, but if he doesn't have a cross reference available, he won't be able to determine that. If, however, he has a laptop
computer with one of the cross references
loaded on it, he might be able to quickly
locate a suitable replacement and complete the service call.
As another example of the usefulness
of a laptop computer in on -site service,
some manufacturers are now offering service literature in the form of some kind of

computer disk. If the technician has a
computer with him that has the appropriate service literature loaded on it, it may
be possible for him to isolate the cause of

ware, a technician might save a consider-

able amount of time in finding a site to
which he has been dispatched.
If the laptop computer was outfitted
with an inexpensive, portable, printer,
and the company's invoicing software,
the technician could save several minutes

per call in the generation of invoices.
Moreover, the data would then be downloadable to the company's main comput-

bringing in, or the product that may have
to be removed from the site, it might be a
good idea to put down runners to keep the
floor and stairs from being soiled.

In short, the technician should be
trained to make his visit as pleasant as
possible for the customer.

Planning is the key
Because of the complexity and technological sophistication of consumer electronics products, it's always preferable to
service them in a well equipped service
center. Unfortunately, because of the size
of some of today's products, and because

many of today's home theater products
are built in, it's not very practical to move
them. To make on -site service practical,
the technician who performs this type of
service should be technically competent,

equipped as near as possible to the way
he would be equipped in the service center. and well trained in customer relations.

er, thus eliminating the need to key the
information in again.

Consider the customer's home
No one wants to have their TV, VCR or
personal computer fail. No one wants to
have their product brought into the service center for several days or weeks to

ELECTRONIC
COMPONENTS

be fixed. And no one wants to have a technician pulling their product apart in their
home. No matter how you look at it, hav-

ing to have a product serviced is an
unpleasant ordeal. The attitude and
approach. as well as the competence, of
the technician can have a strong effect.
negative or positive, on the customer.
For starters, if the technician can get the

product repaired on the first trip, and
without taking the product back to the service center, the customer has the product
back in service quickly and does not have

to put up with having a partially disassembled product cluttering up the living
room, or wondering when it will be fixed

But there are other considerations. As
the technician is disasembling the product, he may be removing dusty, grimy.
parts and subassemblies. The clean rug is
not a good place to put those parts. The
technician should have plenty of drop cloths, containers, or other receptacles for
the disassembled parts. And depending
on the equipment the technician will be
April 1998
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Lighting and magnification for the
service center
by The ES&T Staff

Consumer electronics servicing is a

difficult pursuit in a number of
ways. It requires a detailed back-

ground knowledge of the principles of
electronics circuit operation. It requires
manual dexterity in handling the tools and

the tiny components and subassemblies
that a service technician encounters. It
requires research skills to find the correct
service information and apply it. And it
requires good eyesight, either natual or
assisted to be able to see the tiny components and their connections.
Because consumer electronics servicing is such a challenging visual task, it's
important that the service environment
have good lighting so that the technician
can see the circuitry he's inspecting or

repairing without the annoyance of
reflections, glare or other lighting problems. Moreover, today's consumer electronics servicing environment increasingly requires the use of computers, both
at the customer service desk and on the
bench. It will help personnel at computer
screens at either of these locations to do
their jobs if they are furnished with lighting that gives adequate illumination without the sources of brightness that reflects
off of the screen and makes the information difficult to see.

Photo courtesy Waldmann Lighting.

of cool light is limited, so that many colors will not look correct in that light.
Another consideration for lighting is to
be sure that part of the lighting is used to
illuminate the walls. A room in which the
interior is lighted, but the walls are dark
gives the people working in the room an
uncomfortable feeling.
And watch out for glare. Open fluores-

Providing good lighting
Good lighting for work such as servicing of consumer electronics products
usually includes a number of different
types of light sources. And keep in mind
that if the people who are going to be
working in the area are going to be kept
happy and healthy, the design of the light-

ing system should include consideration
of more than just the amount of light needed to perform the task.

For starters, if the lighting is "cold" in
color, as the light put out by cool white

fluorescents and some types of vapor
lamps, people will feel that the environment is cold. Furthermore, the spectrum
12
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cent fixtures provide a lot of light, but they
are very bright, and so may cause eye dis-

comfort to someone who is trying to perform a difficult visual task, and who is in
the glare from one of these fixtures.

Task lighting
In a service center, task lighting fre-

for certain other reasons, it frequently
makes sense to add another type of lighting to the service bench: adjustable arm
task lighting. Adjustable arm task light-

ing is a work surface, wall mounted or
panel mounted fixture that offers flexible

arm and head joints. This flexibility
allows any technician to adjust the task
light to meet his own individual work
requirements and visual needs.
Adjustable arm task lighting is available in several different arm styles ranging from 15 to 32 inches in length. They

have a versatile variety of mounting
options including table clamps, wall
brackets, freestanding table bases and

This type of lighting provides copious
amounts of light, but because there are

even panel brackets that fit many of the
proprietary open office furniture systems
that now are available.
Many types of task lighting offer constant illumination over a large area of the

large objects on the bench, such as a tele-

work station. This type of lighting is ideal

vision set or an oscilloscope, the area of
interest to the technician may be shaded.
Because of this shading problem, and

for workers who require a large amount

quently consists of a fluorescent, or other
large lamp, mounted over the workbench.
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of task -intensive illumination. As long as
ambient overhead lighting levels are low,

Common VDT Worker Symptoms

Relationship Between Eyestrain
And Tine Spent At A VDT

Listed in order (frequency) of occurrence
Ranking.
1

2
3

4
5

6
7

Symptom
Headaches
Near Blurred Vision
Slowness in Focusing

Hours Spent at VDT

% of Users Experiencing
Eyestrain

1-2

Double Vision
Eyestrain (sore eyes or eye fatigue)
Glare (light sensitivity)
Eye Irritation (burning, dryness, redness)

4-6

63.9%
72.7%
76.7%
80.4%

2-4
6-8

Figure 2. The length of time spent at a computer monitor screen can

be directly correlated with the percentage of workers who will
Figure 1. People who work at video data terminals or computer monitor complain of eyestrain.
screens for long periods of time frequently complain of these symptoms.

and there are no computer screens in the
immediate areas, this can be a sound light-

ing solution for the service center.
However, sometimes little thought is
placed on task -light output. Often the illu-

mination on the work surface is too high
when combined with overhead lighting.

Adjustable arm task lighting illuminates a selected area of the work station
and works well in areas where workers
perform multiple tasks requiring light at

different areas. This task lighting also
works well in computer -intensive work
environments since the light can be positioned close to the computer.
Some adjustable arm task lighting also
helps eliminate the problem of reflective
glare by using a parabolic louver system
which diffuses light and directs it only to
the area that needs illuminating. This parabolic louver system limits the exit angle
of the reflector which helps prevent glare
on work surfaces and VDTs. Adjustable
arm task lighting is used most effectively when certain areas need to be illuminated, not the entire desktop.

Mounting and positioning the lamp
Important questions should be consid-

ered when specifying lighting for an
office environment. If you answer "yes"
to any of the following questions, then
adjustable arm lighting may be a sound
lighting solution.
Are ambient (general) light levels too

high, causing glare on the computer
screen and work surfaces?
Does the worker perform many tasks
in his work area that require illumination
at different work station locations?

Is there a high contrast of light and
dark areas in the work station?

Is the task lighting
causing reflective glare on the VDT?
Is glare a problem in general?

Considerations for people who work
with video screens
There was a time when workers who
spent time in front of a monitor were in a
small minority. These days it seems that
most workers spend at least part of their
time in front of a screen. As you can see
from Figure 1, there are a number of prob-

may be able to remove fluorescent tubes
or incandescent bulbs, which will solve
the problem and save energy, too.
Most service benches rely on a combination of overhead light and light from a
source on the bench. The best light source
is adjustable, perhaps with an articulated
arm or a gooseneck, so you can position
the light where you need it. You can direct

the light to enhance the contrast and colors, which makes the details of components and assemblies easy to see.

lems from which people who use video

Some magnifiers come with a fixed

suffer. And as we all know, problems such
as headache, eyestrain and the others listed in Figure 1 cause the efficiency of the

light source, such as a circular fluorescent

sufferers to decrease. In the worst case,
someone so afflicted might have to leave
work, causing problems for management
at the facility. Figure 2 shows a correlation between the amount of time spent at
a monitor screen and the frequency of
symptoms experienced.

needs, but keep in mind that it makes it
impossible to reposition the light source
independent of the magnifier. And, glare
from the sample you're inspecting can

Magnification basics
Using a magnifier to assist in inspecting a product for defects that may be the

inspection more difficult than it should be.

cause of a malfunction seems like it

Energy -efficient fluorescent lamps last
longer and provide better color rendering
than older bi-pin fluorescent tubes. Also,
a polished metal reflector will usually
direct more light onto your work than a
white -plastic or foil reflector. Another
important factor is the lamp's mounting

should be easy: you just choose a magnifier and look at the product you want to
inspect. But, there's more to it than that.
You need to choose a good magnifier and
light source and set them up properly to
perform your inspections efficiently, and
with as little eye strain as possible.
Overhead lights, either fluorescent or
incandescent, aren't appropriate for most

inspection tasks because they produce
glare that interferes with viewing small
parts and details. And, you can't adjust
the positions of overhead lights. If overhead lights are too bright, though, you

tube that encircles a magnifying glass.

This arrangement may satisfy some

reflect back to your eyes through the mag-

nifying glass. At first, you may perceive
this glare as more light, but eventually it
will become an annoyance and will make
The type of light bulb you choose and

the bulb housing are also important

.

arrangement. Look for a variety of attachments or mounting arrangements, as you

may want to clamp your lamp to a shelf
now but attach it to a wall later.

Find your comfort zone
In addition to choosing a light source,
you must also select a magnifier that suits
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Lighting terminology
Ballast: An electromagnetic or electronic device used in fluorescent lights to provide the necessary starting voltage and to limit the lamp (tube) during operation.

Color rendering index: The method that indicates how colors will look under a
given light source. A color rendering index (CRI) number is assigned to a light
source based on its ability to make pigments look as they would under certain test
sources when compared to other sources having the same color temperature. The
benchmark light source is incandescent (100 CRI). Compacts grade at 82-86 (very
good). Fluorescents at 62 (below average).

the types of inspections you'll make. One

of the most common misconceptions
about working with a magnifying glass is

that you have to press your nose up
against it to inspect something. Actually,

each person has a "comfort zone" at
which he or she can view objects under a

magnifier without experiencing eye
strain. The comfort zone is often called
the nodal or near point; for most people,

the comfort zone is about 10 inches in
front of their eyes. So, keeping the mag-

Color temperature: Apparent color temperature (or correlated color temperature) of a light source indicates its degree of warmth or coolness with the higher
number being cool.

Compact fluorescent lamp: Small, but getting larger, fluorescent lamps used in
all sorts of applications today. Its lamp life is about 10 times that of incandescent
lamps and uses 70% less power. Also referred to as "PL" or "Twin Tube" lamp.
Footcandle: The unit of measurement of illuminance of a surface. One footcandle is equal to one lumen per square foot.

Glare: The effect of brightness or brightness differences within the visual field
sufficiently high to cause annoyance, discomfort or loss of visual performance.
Light pollution: Light distributed in areas where light is not desired.

Luminaire: A complete lighting unit consisting of a lamp (or lamps) together
with the parts designed to distribute light, to position and protect lamps, and connect them to the power supply.
Lux: The unit of illumination in the metric system, equivalent to the illumination
on a surface of one square meter. 10 Lux = lfc

Parabolic louver: Louver composed of baffles that are curved in a parabolic
shape. The resultant light distribution produced by this shape gives reduced glare,
better light control and is considered to have higher aesthetic appeal.
Reflector: A device inside the luminaire head which reflects lumens to the desired
illuminated viewing area.

Transient adaptation: The eyes moving from the printed task, to the VDT

nifier about 10 inches from your eyes
should provide comfortable viewing.

If you've used a magnifier, you're
probably familiar with the term power,
expressed as nX. For example, a magnifier with 4X power means that the image
you see through that magnifier is 4 times
larger in both length and width. Thus, the
image is 16 times the area of the original
object. When reviewing magnifier specs,
you may encounter the unit diopter, which
refers to the ability of a lens to bend rays
of light. Like power, diopter describes a
lens' magnifying ability.

You may also encounter a spec for a
magnifier's focal distance. This distance
is the maximum distance at which you can
view an object without its image being dis-

torted. The focal distance is measured
from the center of the lens to the object.
Just remember a simple rule: as magnifying power increases, focal distance
decreases, and the size of the lens decreases. Thus, a high -power lens is small, and
you must position your work close to it. A
lower -power lens can be large, and you can
position your work farther from it.

Tinted glass can distort colors
The glass used in a magnifier can be
important if you need to inspect colored

screen.(i.e. reduced visibility after viewing different lighting levels.)

components. Look for a magnifier that has
no tint; some glass has a green tint that can

Veiling reflection: Images or reflections that appear on (reflected glare) the VDT
screen from offending object (sunlight, uncovered windows) inside or outside the
room.This is often called "ghosting."

distort colors. Consider the magnifier's
shape, too. Circular magnifying lenses
work well for small objects, but if you're
inspecting a PCB, you may want a rec-

Visual task: The objects and details that must be seen to perform an activity.

tangular or "stadium -shaped" lens, which
will let you see more of the board at one

Watt: The unit for measuring electrical power. It defines the energy consumed

time. If you anticipate that your inspection needs will change over time, consid-

by an electrical device when it is operating. The cost of operating an electrical device
is determined by the watts it consumes times the hours of usage. Remember, watts
is power consumed, not light output. They do not correlate.

Figure 3. For someone planning a lighting system, these terms should prove helpful.
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er purchasing a magnifier that can accom-

modate stacked lenses. This feature will
make it easy for you to increase the magnifying power of your basic magnifier.
This article was based on information
provided by Waldmann Lighting.

Test Your Electronics Knowledge
By Sam Wilson

r-1

a
Figure 3. What type of gate is this?

Figure 1. Another name for this pulse stretcher is a
multivibrator.

1. The pulse stretcher in Figure 1 is also known as a
multivibrator.

2. Which of the following counters is easiest on the power
supply?
A. Ripple
B. Synchronous
Figure 4. What will be the output of this logic circuit?

3. According to DeMorgan's Law, NOT A OR B equals

4. What is the output voltage of the circuit in Figure 2?

+10V

9. BCD number 0010 1001 1000 is equal to
A. 298.
B. 892.
10. What is the output of the circuit in Figure 4?
(Answers on page 56)
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Magnavox relay -free power
supply
by Steven Jay Babbert
/n a recent design, the five -terminal
regulator is being used as a part of a
relatively complex circuit. At first
glance it looks like an engineer was bored

and decided to complicate a perfectly
good design. Closer examination will

TO HOT
VIA IHVT
PRIMARY

reveal that the added components enable
the supply to be switched on and off without the use of a relay. Since relays tend to
fail after a few years, this new design may
prove to be an improvement. In any event,

N.C.

one more mechanical device has been
eliminated from the chassis.

The basic circuit

Figure 1. In the conventional design, the 5 -terminal regulator is situated downstream of the on/off

Before we get into this new design, let's
review the basic circuit that the five -terminal regulator was designed for (Figure
1). The relay is situated just ahead of the

bridge rectifier. The raw dc output from
the bridge is routed to the input of the reg-

ulator at pin 3. The output at pin 4 sup-

relay. The regulated output is routed to the HOT via the IHVT primary winding.

Note that pin 2 is connected to a voltage divider which sets the bias for Q2.
This pin is normally held at about 1.2V
below the voltage at the regulator's output (this is the combined drop of the e -b

plies the horizontal output transistor junctions of Q2 and Q3). The error detec(HOT) and any other sections that do not
rely on a scan -derived supply. The regulator is shunted by a power resistor (typically around 20052 at 25W) which passes a portion of the total current drawn by
the chassis. This lightens the load on the
regulator without affecting its operation.
The internal circuit of the regulator is
shown in Figure 2. Error detector Ql monitors the regulator's output and compares
it to a zener reference. Any detected error

tor only adjusts or fine tunes the bias. This

from (or grounding) pin 2. This is essen-

tially how the need for a relay is eliminated in some new Magnavox TV models (Figure 3).

Operation of the regulator in a
Magnavox TV set

type of regulator can be effectively

Pin 2 of regulator IC410 is controlled

switched off by simply removing the bias

by on/off switch Q402 and start-up

is amplified by error amp Q2 and then
applied to series -pass transistor Q3 which

then conducts more or less as needed to
correct the error. For example, if the base
voltage of Q1 decreases due to a drop in

the regulated B+, it will conduct less,
allowing the voltage at the base of Q2 to
rise. Q2 will now conduct more, pulling
up the base of Q3 which, in turn, conducts
more and increases the regulator's output
voltage. An increase in the base voltage
of QI causes the opposite action to occur.
Babbert is an independent consumer electronics servicing
technician.
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Figure 2. The five terminal regulator comprises error detector Q1, error amp 02, and series pass transistor 03. Pin 5 is unused.
April 1998
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Figure 3. The Magnavox 25P506-00AA uses an unusual circuit configuration to eliminate the need for a power relay. The main B+ regulator goes into a standby mode when the set is off.
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When the syscon receives an "off' command, pin 46 goes high allowing the base
of Q402 to be pulled up by R438. Q402
then conducts, grounding the anode of
16V zener 2405. The base of Q420 then
drops to near 16V causing it to turn off
which removes R422 and R423 from their
shunt position across R424. This frees pin

Table 1. These are the voltages that will be
measured in the standby mode if the power
supply is functioning normally. This will be helpful when troubleshooting or analyzing the operation of the circuit.

2 of IC410 allowing it to be clamped to
just over 16V by D421 and 2405. Since
the regulator's output voltage will always
be about 2 diode drops below pin 2, it will
now be around 15V.

switch Q420. When the set is turned on,

pin 46 of the system control (syscon)
pulls the base of Q402 low turning it off.
This allows the base of Q420 to be pulled
high via R405. With Q420 on, the series

combination of R422 and R423 is connected in parallel with R424. This combination forms a voltage divider with

R432 and R436 (the high end of the
divider is connected to the raw dc supply

and the low end is tied to ground). The
division factor is such that pin 2 has sufficient bias to regulate.
Supplemental regulator Q400 doubles
as a switch to complete the current path

through regulator shunt R448, a 680

This voltage is applied to the collector
of the 8V standby switch Q403 via R411.
The base of Q403 is held at about 7.2V in
the standby mode hence the emitter voltage is 6.6V. Note that this is the 8V source
number 2; it normally measures 6.6V in

measure 129V on the schematic.
Actually, the voltages are around 129V,
129.6V and 129.1V fore, b, and c, respectively. The main purpose of Q400 then is
to open the shunt circuit when the chassis is powered down, and to act as a saturated switch when the chassis is running.

R448 and Q400 normally pass about
300ma, about half of the total current
When the chassis is running, voltage
from the 8V source regulator, Q462, in
the scan -derived section of the power supply takes over standby 8V source number

shunt -regulated by zener diodes. Note

transformer is for isolation. In fact, source

Table 1 shows the approximate voltages that you may expect to measure at

20 supplies the drivers for the external
audio and video optoisolators. So, while
the chassis uses a hot ground the RCA

the pins of the IC and the transistors while
this set is in the standby mode.

The standby switch protector
So far, the standby switch protector,
Q404, has not been mentioned. Standby
switch Q403 is on in the standby mode
and off when the chassis is running. As
stated earlier, it is turned off when the
scan -derived 8V source comes up. It takes

a moment for the output voltage of this
130V B+ comes up almost instantly. If
Q403 were allowed to remain on during
this period with 130V on its collector, it
would quickly be destroyed due to excessive power dissipation.

When the output of IC410 rises to
to its connection through R409. Once it
reaches about 7.2V, Q404 begins to conduct (its base voltage is still 6.6V). Since

also applied to the emitter of standby

it is connected between the base and emit-

switch Q403 causing it to turn off. Note
that the base is clamped to less than this
value by D415, D416, and 2406, hence
Q403 is in cutoff.
This system is designed so that, instead

ter of Q403, Q403 is forced into cutoff.
Once the scan -derived supply comes up,
the emitter voltage of Q404 rises to 8V
causing it to turn off. The base voltage

Electronic Servicing & Technology

syscon will shut down and will no longer
accept a command until it is reset. To reset
the syscon, unplug the chassis for about
20 seconds. The reset pulse will be generated when the set is plugged in again.
The remainder of this circuit is straightforward. Sources 7 through 20 are scan derived from the IHVT. Most of them are

bleeding into the scan -derived supply.

2 by forward biasing commutating diode
D405. This voltage is also applied to the
collector of 5V standby regulator Q410,
taking over source number 3. The 8V is

18

about 1.6V. Under this condition the

that there is a transformer, L30, in 12.3V
source number 20. At first glance the purpose of this transformer is unclear. It will
be seen, however, that all grounds on the

source to rise during power -up while the

drawn by the chassis.

son after a power -on command (assuming
that the regulated B+ is up), the emitter of
Q403 will drop to about 2.9V. The emitter of standby regulator Q410 will drop to

the standby mode. This is sufficient to
start the chassis. 6.6V is also applied to
the collector of the 5V regulator Q410.
D405 is reverse biased in the standby
mode preventing source number 2 from

30W resistor. Note that when the chassis

is running, all three elements of Q400

due to the presence of 8V on its emitter.
Q404 will also protect Q403 in the event
that the scan -derived supply should fail
to come up for any reason; if Q403 would
short, 130V would be dumped into source
number 2, as well as the 5V standby regulator circuit.
If the chassis fails to start for any rea-

130V, the base of Q404 begins to rise due

finally settles at 8.3V. Q403 now stays off
April 1998

secondary side are floating, hence the

inputs are isolated.
This chassis does not employ a high voltage shutdown circuit per se. Instead,
excessive HV will result in a change of
the horizontal frequency. This lowers the
HV and causes tearing of the picture similar to a horizontal hold problem. If the
chassis shuts down completely, the cause
will be something other than an HV problem. Bear in mind that what might appear
to be a horizontal related problem may in
fact be a case of excessive HV. The most
likely cause of this symptom is a shorted
B+ regulator.

Summary
Though this chassis may seem somewhat complex compared to other chassis
using a five -terminal regulator, it is really not too difficult to understand once you
know what each component does and how
they fit together as a unit. Hopefully, the
information presented here will give you

an edge if one of these chassis comes
across your bench. It may also help you
to analyze other "new" designs as you
encounter them.
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* *D* DISTRIBUTORS' SHOWCASE * * *
The entire nation had a good laugh, and got a little angry,
a few years ago,when newspaper stories were published
that referred to hammers bought by the military that cost
$500, or ashtrays that cost $25, and toilet seats that cost hundreds of dollars. Of course those costs were out of line, but a
little analysis of the situation might show that the costs probably weren't as far out of line as we imagine. For one thing, as
consumers when we go to the store to buy one of those items,
we consider the price only. So when we think about what we
paid for that hammer, we see $15.37, plus tax. So we think that
$500 is ridiculously excessive.
But we don't think about all of the other costs that should be
factored in. Did you just go out and buy the hammer, or did you
do some research in a consumer publication or two to see if the
hammer is a good one that will last? No one paid you to do that
research, but when you're an employee of a company or an organization and doing it as part of your job, that time has to be paid
for. And how about the actual trip to the store. There's use of a
vehicle, cost of fuel, personal time spent. What's an hour of your
time worth?
The point of this is that whenever anyone buys anything, there
are usually hidden costs that we don't even consider. That's one
reason why it's so important to be careful where you shop when
it's for your business. The right distributor may offer a consumer
electronics service center services that may save time and effort.
Price is only one factor in deciding where to buy tools, test equipment and replacement parts for electronic service.
Some distributors, for example, offer replacement parts for
most, or all, of the major brands. Not only that, they even stock
some of the hardest to obtain replacement parts for those brands.
They offer a wide selection of brands and types of test equipment, consumables, etc. Their mission is to provide as much
assistance as they possibly can to their clients, consumer electronics servicing professionals.
Other distributors may be newer to the business, and, until they
grow, offer fewer replacement parts and other products. Other
distributors may simply never wish to expand their product lines.
On the other hand, they may offer better prices, or greater convenience, or other incentives. As long as the service center dealing with these distributors is aware of any limitations or shortcomings, one of these distributors may be just the one they need.

Consider these variables
When choosing a distributor, consider some of the factors list-

ed below. Some apply only to the local distributor, and some
apply only to mail order, but it would be a good idea to keep
them in mind any time you're thinking about doing business
with a new firm. These items are not listed in any particular
order, for the simple reason that their order of priority or importance depends upon your particular wants and needs.

Do the distributor's facilities and/or literature give the
impression of competence and order?
Do prices seem reasonable and in line with what other companies charge?
Are most items in stock, or does the distributor have to back
order many of them?
Does the distributor offer a broad line of products, or will
you have to find other sources of supply for many of your needs?
20
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Does the distributor specialize in any particular kinds of
products that you typically order?

What kind of payment options does the distributor offer:
Open order account, credit card, COD, check, etc.?
How soon after receipt of an order does the distributor ship?

Does the distributor add a shipping surcharge, or a
handling charge?
Does the company list a toll -free phone/fax number?
Are such ordering options as fax, and telex available? How
about such computer ordering options as MCI Mail,
Compuserve, and EasyLink?
What is their return policy?
Are all of the distributor's policies well documented, or do
you have to guess at them? Or do they seem to differ depending on his whim?
What kind of warranty, if any, does the distributor offer?
Does the distributor publish a catalog? If so, is it clear and
easy to understand?
Is there a minimum order amount? If so, is it reasonable?
What kind of shipping options are available: mail, UPS,
Federal Express?
What kind of special services, such as assembling cables,
etc. does he offer?
What research services does the distributor offer to help you
to find the part you need?

Some important questions to ask
Some of these questions may not seem important, but from
what we have learned from some of our readers, they may be
very important. For example, we learned from one of our readers that one mail order company that he dealt with made a regular practice of charging unnecessarily high shipping charges.
Another practice that some distributors indulge in is to hold
shipment of products for some time after the purchaser's check

has cleared. This gives the distributor an interest -free loan
between the time the check clears and the time he decides to
ship the merchandise. This is not necessary. Some companies
ship the product immediately after receiving an order.
One other thing to keep in mind is that some distributors charge

a restocking fee even when they were responsible for shipping
the incorrect product in the first place

This showcase may help
The purpose of this distributors' showcase is to provide the
distributors who advertise in it with additional space to give
readers information about their companies. We hope you'll take
this opportunity to learn a little more about these companies so
that you'll have a better idea of their capabilities and practices.

Let the buyer beware
Most replacement parts distributors are hard-working, well organized, ethical companies, who will make every effort to help
you obtain the correct replacement for a faulty component. Some
are less ethical in their practices. It's not always easy to locate
the good ones and avoid the ones that will give you problems.
When you're considering ordering products from a new distributor, it might be wise to start out with a small order and see
what kind of treatment you get.

* * * DISTRIBUTORS' SHOWCASE * * *

Thomson Consumer Electronics

Thomson Consumer Electronics

believes that you should have a
choice. We realize that you rely on our

genuine replacement parts not only
during the required warranty period,
but also when you want the highest

equal more repairs and more business for you. To help you turn more
of those COD estimates into repairs,
Thomson continues to broaden it's
line of SK Series Universal Products.
These quality parts let you reduce the

level of quality and performance avail-

repair estimate by lowering your

able. We also realize that not every

replacement parts cost, and that's

estimate you give can be converted to
a repair using original parts. That's our
difference, we give you the choice!

good news for you!
SK Series Universal Products
cover a wide range of high wear, high
usage parts. Whether you need video

Original Parts

heads, flyback transformers, video

RCA and GE genuine replacement
parts provide today's service profes-

replacement parts, belts, tires, pinch
rollers, laser pickups, RF modulators,
exact semiconductors, servicer aids,
repair kits, capacitors, resistors and
more, you can look to SK Series First.

sional with the reliability they need
when completing in -warranty repairs.
And they are delivered to you by parts
distributors who provide an outstanding level of service. In fact, our most
recent survey of the service industry

continues to show that three out of
four servicers believe that no other
manufacturer provided a consistently better parts fulfillment system than
the Thomson Consumer Electronics'
parts distributors.
Thomson Premier Distributors can
fill your warranty part orders either off
their shelves on all in -stock products,
or by placing a Direct Drop Shipment

(DDS) order via computer directly
into the TCE national parts depot.
Either way, you receive the part you
need to complete the repair quickly
and you get the highest possible fill

rate for warranty parts to service
RCA, GE and ProScan products. This
computer link also allows the Premier
Distributor access to all the informa-

tion needed to provide you with the
high level of service you require in
today's fast paced business.

SK Series Universal Parts

You know that lower estimates

repairs TCE products should be without one!

These publications are available
from your Authorized Thomson Parts
Distributor. For the "SK Series

Prcduct Guide" order publication
1J1226, for the "Quick Reference
Gu de" order publication 1J9548, and
for the "Remote Control" book order
1 F5790.

Accessories and
Components Business
The Thomson Consumer Electronics, Accessories and Components Business provides service
from a 358,000 square foot facility
located in Deptford, New Jersey.

All business functions-customer
TCE Literature
Thomson also provides a number
of publications which makes finding

service, sales and marketing, quality assurance, product analysis,
administrative departments and
ware- housing operate under one

the right part for the repair even eas-

rocf. Some parts are stocked in satel-

ier. Our latest "SK Series Product

lite warehouse facilities in El Paso,
TX, and Indianapolis, IN.
A full line of RCA brand Consumer
Electronics Accessories is marketed
from this facility as well. The busi-

Guide" (Catalog #301) is a quick reference tool to the SK Series Universal

Product ine. Photographs, text and
graphic illustrations all help guide you
to the right stock number very quickly and easily.
In addition to TCE's service data,

the "Television Components Quick
Reference Guide" contains key part
numbers for recent RCA, GE and
ProScar. chassis. It's ideal for
the technician on the road. It folds

in your pocket. The Quick
Reference Guide also contains a
section dedicated to the EPROM's
associated with chassis CTC169
to fit

through CTC189.

And there is of course, our well
known and widely accepted "OEM
Remote Control" book. This book is
printed once a year and no one that

ness is managed by Jack Nick,
Vice President. Thomson Consumer

Electronics corporate headquarters
is in Indianapolis.

One Call Is All
You Need To Make
Whether you need original RCA
and GE parts or SK Series products,

your Thomson distributor is your
one stop source. A single call to
a Thomson Distributor gives you
the choice you deserve, making
your business more profitable. To
locate a nearby Thomson Authorized

Distributor simply call (800) 3361930 today.
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* * * DISTRIBUTORS' SHOWCASE * * *
Philips Software Development
401 East Old Andrew Johnson Highway
Jefferson City, TN 37760
Phone: 423-475-0393
Fax: 423-475-0178
The Software Development department grew out of an
effort to create the best electronic service manual program
possible. From this effort, we have embraced the goal to
"Develop the most user friendly software products for the
service industry".
The criteria we used in developing our electronic service
manual program:
1. An electronic service manual program has to be FAST
to allow a technician to make the most of their time. Access

to diagrams and other information needs to be simple
and fast.
2. It had to be COMPATIBLE with all other manufacturers.
In order to prevent servicers from having to have multiple
systems, our program is designed to be flexible to accommodate any manufacturers service manual data.
3. The most challenging and important is that our program
had to OVERCOME EVERY COMPLAINT we could imagine concerning the use of paper manuals.
Overcoming every complaint was most difficult. There are
so many problems to using paper manuals. This is a short
list of problems we worked to overcome:
Manuals get lost on one bench, under other manuals and
do not get refilled.

Tracing signals through a manual is time consuming
and difficult.
Finding any information in a manual takes too long.
The diagrams are printed too small for most people.

It takes too long to order and receive a manual when it
is needed.
Storing paper manuals takes up too much floor space in
the shop.

Paper manuals take up too much bench space when
opened to view the diagram.
is difficult.
Paper manuals lack an up to date history of known fixes
and troubleshooting techniques.

Paper manuals cost too much.
Every company makes their manual in a different style.

We considered every one of these complaints and
designed FORCE, our service manual program, to overcome

these and many more complaints. FORCE makes every
manual available to every technician at the same time. It
includes Hot Spot signal tracing that quickly jump from one
diagram to another. Location information for components circuits, diagram name, and all Known Faults are included. We
can deliver our manuals via the Internet as well as update it
at any time. We allow you to make notes about any fix that
you find. In addition, we are soliciting consumer electronics
company wishing to make manuals in this style to join us.

FORCE is user friendly and can improve productivity so
much that every technician will soon have his or her own
Electronic Servicing & Technology

How to distribute and use
electronics manuals
CD-ROMS can be used to distribute manuals but to use
manuals while on a ROM has problems. ROMs slow the
manual down, eliminate your ability to make notes on diagrams, limit usage to one technician at a time, and if you
don't file them, they can get lost.p
We want to update your manuals daily with new fix information, corrections to part numbers, and make sure your
diagrams are accurate. We can do this through the Internet
most effectively.

What are the main features
of FORCE?
Diagram zooming and panning is very fast.
Part numbers can be linked to pricing to allow orders or
fast estimates.
Our manuals are small, 500k for a regular TV to 3meg
for a large VCR.
We allow distribution via CD-ROM or over the Internet.
Instant access to all parts of a service manual insures a
speedy repair.
Signal flow from circuit to circuit is as fast as a tag and
a jump.
Keep a fix history of all repairs.
Draw a box on a diagram, type a note, and from then on
its viewability by everyone using the manual.

Force was designed from the beginning to be used by

Keeping paper manuals updated in a timely manner
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computer. We see productivity improving by 10% to 30%,
depending on the technician's use and the kind of products
worked on. It costs only 1% of that productivity improvement
to put a computer in the hands of every technician.

April 1998

all manufacturers.
The FUTURE of FORCE is growth and expansion. We are
adding many more features:
Cause voltage measurements to appear on -screen and
remain there while you diagnose a problem.

Draw or write on a diagram, save it and FAX it to a
help line.
Link via modem to any compatible help line to exchange
ideas on a repair.
Allow NARDA claims to be generated and electronically
filed right from the job.

There are more features being planned and we expect
technicians to make suggestions that turn into even more
new features.
The Software Development Department is ready to help
any company make manuals that work with Force. We want
to overcome the last complaint about paper manuals and
finally produce manuals that are easy and intuitive to use.
FORCE is designed to do just that.

* * * DISTRIBUTORS' SHOWCASE * * *

Philips Service Solutions Group

Smart

PO Box 555
401 E. Old Andrew Johnson Highway
Jefferson City, TN 37760
iminussion/011
Phone: 800-851-8885
Fax: 800-535-3715

yr'

PHILIPS SERVICE COMPANY is fast
becoming known as the PHILIPS SERVICE SOLUTIONS GROUP. We have
changed our name because it better

MAccesories
Intelligesnt
e

&mart

_Accessories

Accesifle
'We Intelligent

Choice

Cboic(

describes who we are and what we
TIMELY SOLUTIONS for all of
your parts, accessories, and servicing
needs. In addition to stocking genuine
factory replacement parts, Philips
offer

clolcoRDEI

CROSS-REFERENCE

Service Solutions Group has a complete

GUIDE

line of BK Precision test equipment,
Sencore test equipment, and a full
line of Chemtronics Chemicals and

Wt hoake

/

PH'

9

9

7

Service Aids.

..1-1411110

Easy to Do Business With
Toll Free Order Line - 800-851-8885
Toll Free Fax Line - 800-535-3715
Courteous and knowledgeable phone

representatives are available Monday

SmariParis
Genuine Philips Parts...The Integigent Choice

41111

I
PHILIPS

through Friday, 8:00 a.m. - 8:00 p.m. EST

and Saturdays from 8:00 a.m. to 5:00
p.m. EST and are ready to take your order or assist you with
on-line pricing and availability information. A toll free fax is
also available 24 -hours a day, 7 days a week for customers

to fax their orders. A confirmation of your order can be
returned upon request indicating the order number and item
availability.

Accessories: Added -Value Electronics
Philips offers a full line of added -value electronics in the
form of Magnavox and SouthWestern Bell branded accessories. We have something to enhance everyone's enjoyment of their electronic products. Shop us for all your needs

in Surge Protection, Audio/Video Tapes, Audio, Video
Cables,

Universal

Remotes,

Observation

Systems,

Telephone Accessories, Audio/Video Cleaning Products,
Camcorder Batteries/Chargers, VCR/Camcorder accessories and much, much, more.
No Hassle Return Policy
In our continued effort to be easy to do business with Philips

offers a 30 -day No Hassle Return policy. The deta Is of this

policy are provided on the back of your packing slip, and

enable the servicer to maximize this turnaround time of
customer repairs and estimates by allowing the return of new
parts within 30 -days of purchase with No Hassle.

Customer Service Department
Servicers are encouraged to contact our Customer Service

Department if they experience any problems with their orders, parts returns, or account. Associates are trained to
resolve most problems while you are on the phone. The
Customer Service Department can be reached through the
Parts and Accessories ordering number 1-800-851-8885.

Making Things Better
Reduced Pricing
In our effort to continually make things better, Philips
Service Solutions Group reduced its parts pricing in late 1996
representing a reduction in price from 2% - 23% for many of
our most popular ,tems such as tuners, remotes, and transformers. There have been no significant changes since that
time to increase pricing and we continue to review to ensure
we remain competitive in our pricing.
April 1998
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* * * DISTRIBUTORS' SHOWCASE * * *

Electro Dynamics, Inc.
Leading The Way in the USA TM
7 Oser Avenue, Hauppage, New York 11788-3808
Phone: 1 -800 -I -AM -NICE (426-6423) International Phone: 516-496-4400
Fax: 1-800-873-2948 International Fax: 516-496-4166
Business, by nature is a cyclical
process. It requires a constant focus

on the evolution of the marketplace,
reevaluating current strategies and
redirecting this focus for continued
success. As marketplace advancements occur in technological and service capabilities your business must

be ready to respond to customer
needs by anticipating future demands.

Electro Dynamics, Inc., since its
has always kept
responding to new demands in the
marketplace. Each time the marketinception in 1984,

place demanded a new solution to a
problem Electro Dynamics, Inc. rose
to the challenge. Whether importing

OEM parts, creating a new line of
semiconductors, or engineering a flyback series, Electro Dynamics, Inc.
has been consistently dedicating all of

its faculties to properly servicing its
customer base.

Maintaining and servicing its customer base is the bedrock that has
sustained Electro Dynamics, Inc.'s
growth for the last 14 years. Whether
through establishing global partnerships or conducting regional seminars
Electro Dynamics, Inc. spends its time
developing fundamentally sound relationships with its customer base and
suppliers alike. Through this strength
and foresight Electro Dynamics, Inc.
has grown during the tenure of its corporate progress with milestones such
as its introduction of an original product line, semiconductors, tires & belts

and becoming the first independent
distributor to directly import special
regulator series (STR) from Sanken
for the replacement market. In 1987
Electro Dynamics, Inc. became the
first in the United States to carry a vari-

ety of replacement gears, and idlers,
and a full line of replacement end sen24
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sors and photo interrupters for distribution. In 1989 Electro Dynamics, Inc.

of Electro Dynamics, Inc.'s customer
base, Electro Dynamics, Inc. sought

and its sister company, Computer
Component Source, initiated the

out new sources of supply. This result-

development of its own custom man-

availabilities and engaging the common practices of competition and free
enterprise. Using its breadth of purchasing leverage Electro Dynamics,
Inc. has dedicated series of procurement teams trained in new emerging
technologies to constantly challenge
these venues to bring about proper
and competitive pricing structures.
Price may be the heartbeat of business, but the lifeblood is keeping an
eye on the proper servicing of your
current client's demands and needs.
Although Electro Dynamics, Inc. is
primarily an electronic parts compa-

ufactured flyback line and specific
semiconductors. In 1990 success
spawned the company's relocation to
Syosset, where the company further
progressed, with joint ventures involving Taiwanese factories to develop a
line of replacement signal cables thus

becoming the only company in the
United States to feature these items.
In 1992 Electro Dynamics, Inc. also
became the first distributor to offer toll -

free incoming fax line and direct dial
in access.
Establishing further global relations
Electro Dynamics, Inc. initiated

ed in a watershed of new product

ny its inherent product is service.

importing of original parts and semiconductors,resulting in becoming the
first independent distributor to directly import and offer OEM replacement
parts for the consumer electronics

Great emphasis is placed on making

market. In the interest of the ever

through a variety of means. An example is the internal training and
progress meetings that are conduct-

expanding global marketplace Electro
Dynamics, Inc. next established a joint
venture with Richardson Electronics in
Europe. Further broadening its base,

Electro Dynamics, Inc. introduced a
series of TVNCR repair and upgrade
kits. Expansion into the semiconductor business increased inventory line
items from 7,200 SKU's to over
60,000 SKU's.
Once these global alliances and tar-

geted marketing concepts were in
place, Electro Dynamics, Inc. then
redirected its focus internally to place
its corporate emphasis on customer
satisfaction. This kind of progress did

not always come easily however. It
required an openness to change and
a willingness to evolve. When existing
suppliers could not facilitate the needs
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sure the client is properly serviced
thus ensuring that Electro Dynamics,
Inc. remains ahead of industry stan-

dards.This is being accomplished

ed regularly between purchasing,
sales, customer service and warehouse management. Our new head-

quarters utilizes a fully automated
order picking carousel that is tied
directly into inventory and product
availability reports to help facilitate
these decisions.
Starting from a 1,000 square foot
office in East Norwich, Long Island,
Electro Dynamics, Inc. has successfully progressed to the opening of its
fully automated, 60,000 square foot

corporate headquarters in

Hauppauge, New York. Success creates progress, creating the catalyst for
further success and the cycle of business broadens.

* * * DISTRIBUTORS' SHOWCASE * * *
CyberTech- for WindowsTM

business since 1981 and hired somebody to
design a system for my business. I spent over
$30,000 but never even came close to what
CyberTech DPS does
My people simply

Service Management Software

love it."
Mr.

A -Tech Electronics, Inc.
198 Lincoln Highway, Suite #5
Fairless Hills, PA 19030
Phone: 215-949-0400
Fax: 215-949-0403
e-mail: A TECH@JUNO.COM
Website: WWW.A-TECH-INC.COP/I
WORK SMARTER
Here is the affordable software we've all been
waiting for. CyberTech is designed exclusively
to help electronic & appliance service centers and
technical professionals manage information
more efficiently and profitably. Many years have
been spent developing and testing this software,

resulting in a powerful and flexible system with
easy to use, exclusive features you won't find anywhere else.

CyberTech automates routine tasks like service order entry, invoicing and diagnosing. It handles accounting, tech service & production reports,
NARDA forms, invoicing, batch claim processing,

front of Service Management Technology."
Mr. Eric Elley - Manager of B&B

TV

(Hightstown, NJ) - "Stylish, absolute control of

CyberTech Info -media technical documento($195 value) with over four hundred "live" camcorder quick tips, with more to come.
You will be pleased to see that CyberTech software meets the most stringent criteria:

V Tedious routine tasks are simply and ele-

operation. Customer driven, secured. I really love
playing with it."
T.yberTech runs as a stand-alone or for network use on CD or floppy disk. Three versions that
can manage and organize your business start as
low as $495.
1) CyberTech DPS - (For multiple user organizations - Includes server and four additional client
licenses - Accounting is included.)

2,1 CyberTech PRO - (Stand-alone for single
users - Accounting is included.)
3) CyberTech Assistant - (Stand-alone for free-

gantly automated and paper is drastically reduced.

lam:e service professionals and small shops.)

V With minimal training all staff members can
easily use and embrace this system. They will
s/ Technical service efficiency is improved and
production boosted, without sacrilcing quality.

::yberTech Tips - Is the Info -media technical
documentor for technicians. It contains over 400
"live" camcorder quick tips. Included free in DPS,
PRO and ASSISTANT versions.
A Free Interactive Trial Demo on CD or floppy

V Valuable data is secured and available to

owi computer for only $9.95 shipping and han-

love it!

much more!

management at the touch of a key.
The following are comments from service centers currently using CyberTech:

An incredible resource included Free in the
DPS. PRO, and ASSISTANT versions is the

(Downington, PA) - "I've been running my Service

inventory processing and POS, electronic purchase orders and warranty claim filing and much

Richard Reinhart of Stereo Shop

(Greensburg, PA) - "This system is at the fore-

Mr. Nick Costello of Electronics Gallery

Work Smarter.
"The most powerful
and flexible system
for service center
management that
I have ever seen.
It is a hundred times
better than Sencore
Service Assistant for
a fraction of the cost."

use

disk is available for viewing and evaluation on your

dlir.g. Credit cards are accepted and dealer
inquiries are invited. Start up - and conversion support is also available. Call Monday through Friday

10 AM to 8 PM and Saturdays 10 AM to 4 PM to
order or have your questions answered.

CyberTech
DM FL. 61.0111

for Windows

WM, IMC

.I, I le, Irtrwl,
111.

I,

:I Sae

K. 1. 1.10

, 1213009 PO

Ea 91ims

Cyber] ech' DPS

.110 MAO
-A
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"The Peperlees Service Cent

Carey Johnson. President
Venture Enterprises (Fresno. CA)
Windows is a registered trademark of Microsoft Corp.

Easy to use exclusive features for single and multi -users; designed to manage every aspect of your
operation. Service order entry, invoicing, diagnosing, accounting, electronic filing and purchase
orders. NARDA forms, tech service and productivity reports, inventory processing and POS. Info media technical documentor with over 400 "live" camcorder quick tips & more to come! Years in
development and testing, this is the affordable software you've been waiting for. As low as $495.

Order your FREE TRIAL CD today! ($9.95 Shipping & Handling)
A -Tech Electronics, Inc., 198 Lincoln Highway #5, Fairless Hills, PA 19030 E -Mail: A_TECH@JUNO.COM
Phone (215) 949-0400 Fax (215) 949-0403 Download Demo at WWW.A-TECH-INC.COM Dealers welcome
Circle (61) on Reply Card
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* * * DISTRIBUTORS' SHOWCASE *

TechAmerica
PO Box 1981
Fort Worth, TX 76101-1981

To Place an Order:
Phone: 800-877-0072
Fax: 800-813-0087
For Commercial Inquiries:
Phone: 1-800-442-7221
Extensions: 3030, 2174, 3355 or 6888
TechAmerica is a new, nationwide catalog operation
which has its strength in core electronic components
demanded by service and repair specialists, design and
development engineers, other electronics professionals
and a variety of commercial customers from installers to
technical educators.

The cornerstone of the large catalog is the diverse
components selection with thousands of items in stock.
Other complementary product lines are:
Test equipment, tools, and related technical
accessories
Wire, cable and connectors of all types
An extensive library of technical and computer books,
including service and repair subject titles.
Chemicals and prototyping materials

Quantity discounts available
NO RMA's or restocking fees
A More Than Fair Returns Policy
Free catalogs
Full shipping cptions from ground to overnight at very
attractive rates
Convenient ordering during non-traditional business

Security and automation components including

The overwhelming assortment of components and
accessories makes this book a must on your desk or

video surveillance
Computer networking products and accessories

hours (7 A.M. - 11 P.M., Central Time), and on weekends

workstation - one that you'll refer to, and order from often.

Audio/Video distribution components, including
satellite products and systems

Business and amateur communication products,
including scanners
Extensive selection of kits and batteries.
TechAmerica maintains aggressive inventory levels
and depth. Catalog merchandise is presented in well
defined sections of the book with informational specifications to assist in correct selection. Additional product
information can be found by contacting the TechAmerica
Technical Support group. Electronic components are
sold in single or volume counts.

ADVANTAGES
TechAmerica also offers this great list of key benefits
for service and repair professionals:
NO minimum order - buy one or in volume
NO small order surcharge
Commercial credit available with additional volume
discounts
38
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THE WEBSITE
The TechAmerca website continues to be enriched
almost daily. Currently, the site provides a wide variety
of information, specials, and monthly flyer offers. The
TechAmerica on-line catalog, with extensive search
capabilities, is near completion and should be available
to view very shortly. In the meantime, the site is worth
regular visits to view the special offers that change frequently. Regular product line updates and new additions
are also planned.

TECHAMERICA STORES
Presently, there are two TechAmerica stores located
in Doraville (Atlanta), Georgia, and Denver, Colorado.
At 15,000 to 20,000 square feet, they offer a complete
electronics solution for electronics professionals in those

markets. With more stores planned for the future,
TechAmerica offers the largest selection of electronics
components of any retail operation in the United States.

TechAmerica: A Welcome Choice in

Electronics Catalogs-Selection &
Pricing You Demand + the Ordering
Convenience You'll Prefer!

America.
Your Electronics Resource

TechAmerica Offers

Mail Order Products
& Prices Like This!

FLUKE
Model 73 Series It

SAVE '56!

All -Purpose, Easy -To -Use

Analog/Digital Multimeter
Single pushbutton and rotary dial to select
each function. Choose auto or manual ranging. Features 3200 -count digital display with
31 -segment analog bar graph to view readings flexibly. Overload -protected inputs plus
automatic polarity selection. (Includes: 9V
battery, safety -designed test leads. Size:
6.55x2.95x1.12" (HWD).)
910-0091
Reg 105.95 Sale ea 49.95

1+ tin)

$4995

EACH

WHILE QUANTITIES LAST
OFFER EXPIRES 4/30/98

Sure to be
a sellout!

Call Toll -Free 1-800-877-0072 and

Supply Special Code 25004 To Receive This Super Offer!

More Quick Ways to Contact TechAmerica Today!

Visit the
TechAmerica
Web Site:

Call TechAmerica at

1-800-303-4450,
ext. 25004 for a

r

Write or Fax to

Receive Cur FREE

Catalog and
Monthly Flyer!

www.techam.com FREE Subscription

Get

to TechAmerica

Deals!

Mailings, or Fill
In and Return the
Coupon at Right!

Exceptional
Web -Only

TechAmerica makes no warranties of any kind. express or implied. including any
warranty of merchantability or fitness for a particular purpose with regard to the
merchandise. See page 399 of our catalog for our return policy and other terms and
conditions of your order. c.1998 Delaware TechAmenca, Inc. All rights reserved. TechAmerica
cannot be liable for pictorial or typographical inaccuracies. All produci specifications, which
include dimensions, are subject to change without notice. Prices sown are cash prices in U.S.
dollars and are subject to change without notice. Shipping and handling fees are extra.
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* * * DISTRIBUTORS' SHOWCASE * * *

Panasonic Services Company
20421 84th Avenue South
Kent, Washington 98021
Phone: 800-833-9626
Fax: 800-237-9080
For over 35 years, the Panasonic,
Quasar, and Technics brand names
have appeared throughout American
homes and industries. In that time, our

company's commitment to total customer satisfaction has manifested itself

in many ways. Our approach to post
sales support has evolved to include
programs that encompass qualitative
human resource training, as well as
ones that stress the development of
automated processes that allow us to
offer timely, accurate solutions to our

In order to further improve our level of
service, we've made significant investments in phone management systems
to improve our efficiency. Data gathered
from these systems graphically depict

7,000 line items, and over 35,000 pieces!

work load volume, peak times, and average call length on a daily basis, and give

making goods available to the customer
even sooner.

management a true picture of where
additional improvements are needed.

Through the use of bar coding, and a

RF (radio frequency) based receiving
system, we are able to reduce the turn
around time for receiving and stocking

We have recently completed our

servicers, dealers, and even end users,
to assess their needs. With a comprehensive portfolio of sales programs and

investment in the modernization of our
warehouse operations. This includes
the expanded use of RF and bar codes
throughout the facility, conveyors,
carousels and a new software system.
Designed to create a paperless environment, this comprehensive, state of
the art installation enables us to provide

deliver parts, accessories, and service
literature to our network of factory ser-

promotional items, they are able to offer

faster, error free service to our cus-

profitable opportunities to small and

vice centers, independent servicers,

large businesses alike. Along the way,
they are able to keep in touch with the
ever changing needs of all, and make
the necessary recommendations to our
market development personnel.
Our commitment doesn't stop with our
internal efforts. We also maintain a network of over 40 authorized independent

tomers as well as positioning Matsushita
for the next decade.
Finally, in our effort to be earth friendly, the warehouse has been a leader in

Our staff includes representatives
which reach out to the field as well.
Regional parts accessory representatives call on distributors, independent

end users' service needs.
The engine behind PASC's ability to

ensure timely repairs is our ability to

and dealers in a timely manner. We are
now seeing the results of over a decade
of continued investment in the modernization of our facilities. The primary point
of support for all replacement parts and

service literature is the National Parts
Center in Kent, Washington. From here,

and with further support from sales &
marketing staff and field staff throughout our U.S. regions, we handle a wide
variety of inquiries and fill just about any
request made of us.

parts and accessory distributors who
are well positioned to support our wide
range of customers in various markets
throughout the country.

Once we've established what our customer needs, we have to get it to them.

support is provided by our order offices
located in Kent, Washington. This office
handles a wide variety of customer calls

That's the job of over 125 employees
that staff our parts and service literature

ranging from simple parts orders to
requests to do research on unique

warehouse in Kent. The building is a
quarter mile long, and encompasses

model numbers. Currently, the order
office handles an average of 1,800 calls
a day just for taking orders, as well as
take an average of 250 calls from customers requesting such things as estimated shipping time, return authorizations, processing credits, and special
orders. Also, the office receives over
1,000 faxes daily. In addition to all this,

228,000 square feet, which houses over
110,000 line items and 2.8 million
pieces.

we offer retail customers toll -free phone
and fax numbers to call and order liter-
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years ago when we began to use
biodegradable packing material. Today,
we have a comprehensive program to
recycle all paper, cardboard, aluminum
cans, and pallets. We make an effort to

purchase recycled product when it is
available. In recognition of our efforts,

we were designated a "Distinguished
Business in the Green" by King County.

Parts and Service Literature
Distribution

Customer Contact
Generally, the first line of customer

ature, parts, or any of our comprehensive line of accessories.

the effort to recycle. It all started four

The warehouse day begins at 6:00
a.m. There are over 2,000 parts orders
being processed at any given time. In
order to manage such an overwhelming
task, procedures have been created that
allow us to meet our goal of having all
orders shipped within 24 hours. By the

The Future
There will be a continued emphasis
on expansion of our customers' ability to
go "on line" with PASC, not just for order
entry and order inquiry, but also for credit and return procedures.
Internally, with systems that our customers don't directly see, we move fur-

ther into the information age. Not only
do our purchasing agents continue to
employ CD-ROM information systems,
we are now on line with our factories in
Japan for inquiry purposes, a capability
we plan to expand to selected aspects

end of the day, the facility will have

of our market. The use of bar coding will
continue to expand.
Our goal for the future is customer satisfaction, not just for our direct customer,

shipped approximately 2,700 parts and
literature orders, which consist of over

but anyone who comes in contact with
Panasonic, Technics, or Quasar.
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Matsushita Original
Replacement Parts and Accessories
Nothing less than total satisfaction is expected by today's customers. The only
way to live up to this standard is by using Matsushita Original Replacement Parts
and Accessories. The source of this quality is Panasonic Services Company and
your Authorized Replacement Parts Distributor. Consult the list below, or call
1-800-545-2672 for the location nearest you.
CALIFORNIA

MINNESOTA

Andrews Electronics (C/V/M/A) 25158 Avenue Stanford. Santa Clarita 91355 8(30-289-0300
FAX 800-289-0301
AVAC Corp. (V) 3746 Bradview Dr., Sacramento 95827 916-361-7491 FAX 916-361-5480
Cass Electronics (CN/M/A) 801 Seventh Ave.. Oakland 94606 510-839-2493 or 800-289-0300
(outside 510) FAX 510-465-5927
E and K Parts. Inc. (C/V/M/A) 2115 Westwood Blvd.. Los Angeles 90025 800-331-8263 or
310-475-6848 FAX 800-826-0890 or 310-474-0846
Pacific Coast Parts (C/V/M/A) 15024 Staff Court. Gardena 90248 800-421-5080' FAX 800-782-5747
Star For Parts (V) 10727 Commerce Way, Suite B, Fontana. 92335 909-428-1404 FAX 909-428-3213
Blakeman Wholesale (V) 1800 E. Walnut St.. Fullerton. 92631 714-680-6800* FAX 714-680-8700

AVAC Corp. (V) 666 University Axe., St. Paul 55104 " 612-222-0763 ' FAX 612-224-2674
Ness Electronics, Inc. (C/V/M/A) 441 Stinson Blvd. N.E., Minneapolis 55413 612-623-9505
FAX 612-623-9540

MISSOURI
Cititronix, Inc. (C/V/M/A) 1641 Dielman Rd.. St. Louis 63132 800-846-2484 or 314-427-3420
FAX 314-427-3360
Tacony Corp. (V) 1760 Gilsinn Lane. Fenton 63026 314-349-3000 FAX 314-349-2333

NEVADA
MCM Electronics (C/V/M/A) 495 East Parr Blvd.. Reno 89512 800-543-4330 FAX 513-434-6959 (OH)

COLORADO
Star For Parts (V) 2350 Arapahoe St.. Denver 80205 303-296-2117 FAX 303-296-2120

CONNECTICUT
Signal Electronics Supply, Inc. (C/M/A)* 589 New Park Ave., West Hartford 06110 860-233-8551
FAX 860-233-8554

NEW JERSEY
AVAC Corp. (V) 66 Ethel Rd., Edison 08818 908-287-3300 * FAX 908-287-3331
Panson Electronics (C/V/M/A) 1-80 and New Maple Ave, PO Box 2003, Pine Brook 07058
800-255-5229 or 201.244-2400 FAX 800.332-3922

NEW YORK

FLORIDA
Herman Electronics (C/V/M/A)* 7350 N.W. 35th Terrace, Miami 33122 800-938-4376
FAX 800-938-4377
Layco. Inc. (C/V/M/A) 501 S. Main St.. Crestview 32536 904-682-0321 FAX 904-682-8820
Vance Baldwin (C/M/A) 2701 W. McNab Road, Pompano Beach. 33069' 800-432-8542 954-969-1811
FAX 954-969-0226 800-552-1431

Vance Baldwin (C/M/A) 1801 N.E. 2nd Ave.. Miami 33132 305-379.4794 FAX 305-373-8855
Vance Baldwin (C/V/M/A) 1007 N. Himes Ave., Tampa 33607 800-299.1007 FAX 813-870-1088

Dale Electronics (CN/M/A) 7 E. 20th St.. New York City 10003 212-475-1124 FAX 212-475-1963
Fox International, Inc. (C/V/M/A)' 241-A Central Ave.. Farmingdale, 11735 800-321-6993 or
516-694-1354 FAX 516-694-0595
Radio Equipment Corp. (CIA) 196 Vulcan St., Buffalo 14207 716-874-2690 FAX 716.874.2698
Standard Electronics (C/V/M/A) 215 John Glenn Dr.. Amherst 14228 800-333-1519 or
716-691.3371 FAX 800-338-1241
Star For Parts (V) 250 Rabro Drive E.. Hauppauge 11788-0255 800-525-6046 FAX 516-348-7160

OHIO

GEORGIA
Buckeye Vacuum Cleaner (V) 2870 Plant Atkinson Rd.. Smyrna 30080 404-351-73C
' FAX 404-351-7307
Wholesale Industrial (C/M/A) 5925 Peachtree Corners East, Norcross 30071 770-447-8436
FAX 770-447-1078

ILLINOIS
B -B & W, Inc. (C/V/M) 2137 S. Euclid Ave., Berwyn 60402 708-749-1710 FAX 708-749-0325
Hesco, Inc. (V) 6633 N. Milwaukee Ave., Niles 60714 847-647-6700* FAX 847-647-0534
Joseph Electronics. Inc. (C/M/A) 8830 N. Milwaukee Ave., Niles 60714 847-297-4208
FAX 847-297-6923
Union Electronic Dist. (C/V/M/A) 311 E. Coming Rd., Beecher, IL 60401 800-648-6657 or
708-946-9500 FAX 800 -43 -UNION or 708-946-9200

Electric Sweeper CoJESSCO (V) 7800 Hub Parkway. Valley View 44125-5711 800-321-2664
FAX 216-524.4142
Fox International, Inc. (C/V/M/A) * 23600 Aurora Rd., Bedford Heights 44146 216-439-8500
' FAX S00-445-7991
MCM Electronics (CN/M/A) 650 Congress Park Dr.. Centerville 45459-4072 800-543-4330 or
937-434-0031 ' FAX 937-434-6959

OREGON
Diversified Parts (C/V/M/A) 2114 S.E. 9th Ave.. Portland 97214.4615 800-338-6342 FAX 800-962-0602
Northwest Wholesale (V) 426 N.E. Davis St.. Portland 97232 800-234-8227 or 503-232-7114
FAX 503-232-7115

PENNSYLVANIA

INDIANA

Steel City Vacuum Co., Inc. (V) 919 Penn Ave.. Pittsburgh 15221 800-822-1199 or 412.731-0300
FAX 412-731-3205

Electronic Service Parts (C/V/M) 2901 E. Washington St.. Indianapolis 46201 317-269-1527
* FAX 800-899-1220

TENNESSEE

Tritronics, Inc. (CN/M/A) 1306 Continental Dr.. Abingdon 21009-2334 410-676-7300
FAX 800-888-FAXD

AVAC Corp. (V) ' 236-B Space Park South Dr.. Nashville 37211 615-834-8800 FAX 615-831-1051
Electrolex. Inc. (CN/M/A) 6122 Macon Rd.. Memphis 38134 901-383-9300 FAX 901-388-0258
Shields Electronics Supply, Inc. (CA /IVUA) 4722 Middlebrook Pike. Knoxville 37921 ' 423-588-2421
FAX 423-588-3431

MASSACHUSETTS

TEXAS

MARYLAND

Tee Vee Supply Co. (CN/M/A) 407 R Mystic Ave.. PO Box 649. Medford 02155 617-395-9440
FAX 617-391-8020

MICHIGAN
Allied National (V) 13270 Capital Avenue, Oak Park 48237 800-730-5696* FAX 800-999-8099
G. M. Popkey Co. (CN/M/A) 5000 W. Greenbrooke Dr. S.E., Grand Rapids 49512 800-444-3920 or
616-698-2390 FAX 616-698-0794
Remcor Electronics (CN/M/A) 10670 W. Nine Mile Rd.. Oak Park 48237 810-541-5666
FAX 810-398-1016
(C) Consumer Electronic Parts (V) Vacuum Parts

(M) Major Appliance Parts (Al Accessories (as of 3/98)

Electrotex, Inc. (C/V/M/A) 2300 Richmond Ave., Houston 77098-3299 713-526-3456 FAX 713-639-6400
Electrotex, Inc. (CN/M/A) 1200 W. Hildebrand, San Antonio 78201 210-735-9271 FAX 210-737-2642
Fox International (C/V/M)* 752 S. Sherman. Richardson 75081 ' 800-321-6993 or 216-439-8500
' FAX 800-445-7991

VCP International, Inc. (Vt 2285 Merritt Dr.. Garland 75040 972-271-7474 FAX 972-278-5981

WISCONSIN
G. M. Popkey Company (C/V/M/A) 2035 Larsen Ave., Green Bay 54307-2237 414-497-04(X)
FAX 414-497-4894
G. M. Popkey Company (CN/M/A) 2355 S. Calhoun Rd.. New Berlin 53151 414-786-5887
FAX 414-786-9031

Panasonic Services Company
20421 84th Avenue South, Kent, Washington 98032

Panasonic

Technics

Quasar.

* * * DISTRIBUTORS'
SHOWCASE * * *
Richardson Electronics, Ltd.

TEST HIGH -END

MONITORS FOR
A LOW -END PRKE
Test displays up to 1600 x 1280 with
the new Quantum Data 801SL video
generator. The programmable clock
rate of up to 160 MHz generates up
to 256 colors from a palette of 16.7
million colors.
Over 150 test images and over 100
formats come preprogrammed. A builtin graphics user interface as well as a
PC Windows -based interface program
make customizing images and formats
easy. BNC, CGA/EGA, Mac, VGA, and

VESA output connectors make it simple to service most kinds of monitors.
Portable, lightweight and userfriendly, the 801SL also has mounting
options for rack or bench, plus an
optional carrying handle/support stand.
Available off the shelf:

Richardson
.6 Electronics, Ltd.
I509002 Registered
40W267 Keslinger Rd. LaFox, IL 60147 USA
Sales: (800) 222-2787 Fax: (630) 208-2350
Internet: http://www.rell.com/crts
email:dpg@rell.com
For technical information on video test generators, v;sit
Quantum Data's website: www.quantumdata.com
Microsoft Windows is a trademark of Microsoft Corporation.
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40W267 Keslinger Road
LaFox, IL 60147
Tel: 800-222-CRTS (800-222-2787)
Tel: 630-208-2200
Fax: 630-208-2550
Web: www.crts.com
email: dpg@rell.com
Richardson Electronics focuses on serving the third -party service industry with -

replacement data display and instrumentation cathode ray tubes and display
monitors. New products added to our offering include test equipment from
Quantum Data and Minolta, high -voltage flyback transformers and related electronic components for monitor and computer repair and a series of high -resolution monitors for medical imaging.

Numerous display markets rely on our off -the -shelf selection of original equipment CRTs. As the industry standard has changed from monochrome to color
CRTs, Richardson has adapted its product offering. With the advent of desk-

top publishing systems and high -resolution CAD/CAM systems, color has
become the preferred technology. Our color CRT offering includes types manufactured by Panasonic. Daewoo/Orion, Toshiba, Samsung, Goldstar.
Our cross-referencing and value-added capabilities enable Richardson to cater
to a wide range of customers and applications. Whether you are an OEM, third party maintainer, self -maintainer or even a small end user, our sales specialists
are dedicated to helping you find the right CRT, high -resolution monitor or computer component for your requirement.

Service
A comprehensive cross-referencing system enables Richardson to match most
any CRT requirement. Together with our extensive inventory at convenient worldwide stocking locations and ISO 9002 registered distribution centers in the United
Kingdom and US, your order will most likely ship the same day you call.
Richardson's value-added services include the ability to match existing mounting or implosion protection hardware and many anti -glare options. Custom pack-

aging is another service we provide to make it easier for you to handle your
order. Our value-added work is designed to meet the strict tolerances of the original equipment part and carries the approval of Underwriters Laboratories for
operator safety.

Availability - Monochrome
& Color CRTs
More than 200,000 monochrome and color data display tubes are available from

stock. Choose from Chunghwa, Clinton, Hitachi, Mitsubishi, National, Orion,
Panasonic, Philips, Samsung and Toshiba CRTs in 1.5" to 23" sizes. Our extensive cross-referencing capabilities assure a match for any CRT requirement.

High -Resolution Monitors
As Richardson has expanded its markets to include medical, we've established
a distribution agreement with the premier suppliers of medical imaging displays,
including Philips/Fimi, Clinton Electronics, Data Ray, Barco, Image Systems and
many others to offer these products off the shelf.

Test Equipment
In continuing to service the third -party repair market, Richardson has added display test equipment to its distribution offerings. Video signal generators from
Quantum Data and light meters and color analyzers from Minolta are some of

the new products that Richardson offers. Richardson also offers RF and
microwave test and measurement accessories and components, including M/ACOM's new coaxial test cables, QMI cable assemblies, Amphenol and M/A-COM
coaxial connectors, RF Gain amplifiers and many other active, passive and interconnect products used in the design or as replacements in test and measurement equipment.

Computer Components
Our selection of components used in the repairs of displays includes: flyback
transformers, capacitors, coils and transformers, controls and switches, signal
cables for most computer monitors and semiconductors. More than 1 million
items are available from stock.

* * * DISTRIBUTORS' SHOWCASE * * *

Herman Electronics

7350 Herman Way
Miami, FL 33122
Phone: 800-938-4376
Fax: 800-938-4377

Herman Electronics is a diverse and multi-

KENWOOD. Stocking one of the largest and most

faceted full -line distributor of everything in electronics, committed to offering only the best in original replacement parts and everything in service

comprehensive parts inventories in the country
enables the company to fill over 80% of their
orders from inventory and guarantees SAME

accessories including tools, test equipment, cable,
connectors, semiconductors, chemicals, and most
importantly, customer service to their customers.
Ir. business for over 40 years, Herman Electronics
has clearly established itself as one of the leaders
in the industry by providing only quality products

DAY shipment of all in -stock orders placed before
5:30 P.M. (EST).
Herman Electronics provides a variety of customer support services as a result of their commitment to customer service excellence. They have
several professional customer service representatives to serve all your needs from 8:30 A.M. to 6:00
P.M. (EST) Monday through Friday. The company

and superb customer service to all facets of the
electronics industry.
The heartbeat of the company lies in the OEM
parts department. While serving the industry for
over 3 decades, Herman has many of the major

OEM parts lines enabling them to provide more
efficient and cost effective service to you, their valued customer. The company prides itself on being
a SINGLE source to the service industry.
Herman Electronics is one of the largest original replacement parts and accessory distributors
in the country and is factory authorized for SONY,

PANASONIC, THOMSON-Premier (RCA-GEPROSCAN), SAMSUNG, QUASAR, ONKYO,
TECHNICS, TOSHIBA. HITACHI, DAEWOO and

prides itself on being accommodating to its customers in order to provide complete customer satisfaction. "We realize there are many good distributors throughout the country," says Jeffrey A. Wolf,
President and son of one of the company's founders
"It is our job to EXCEED customers' expectations

esto meet and exceed the demands that lie ahead."

And the company is doing just that. On-line computer services, a 24 hour electronic ordering system, EDI, the world wide web and on-line parts
research, just to name a few.
If you haven't given Herman Electronics a try,
please do so today. Call to request a copy of their

.

by taking that extra step in providing the highest
level of professional, personalized service. This
industry has quickly become service driven and
therefore it is our focus and dedication to maintain
a standard of excellence in customer service. As
the year 2000 rapidly approaches we must continue to develop innovative ideas and fresh approach-

new catalog or simply visit them on the world -wide -

web at hermanelectronics corn and experience
the true HERMAN ADVANTAGE.

U NIRED IT...
DRIVE IT!
THE HERMAN ADVANTAGE
All li-Stock Orders Placed Beta e 5:30 PM EST Are Shipped the Same Day.

FRE: or DISCOUNTED Air Freigit Program
RAPID RESPONSE to All Research Requests.

PR NESSIONAL Customer Seriice Representatives to Serve Your Every Need.
CONSOLIDATE YOUR BUYING and purchase all the major lines from ONE SOURCE.

NO MINIMUM ORDER.

Phone: 800.938.4316 Fax Order Line: 8009384311
ORIGINAL REPLACEMENT P

SONY KENWOOD Panasonic RCR
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* * * DISTRIBUTORS' SHOWCASE * * *
PTS Corporation
5233 Highway 37 South PO Box 272
Bloomington, IN 47402-0272
Phone: 800-844-7871
Fax: 800-844-3291
For over thirty years PTS has been

Replacement Tuners and Mainboards.
Thousands of tuners and mainboards
are readily available - just call in your
order. If the item you need is not currently in stock, PTS has a service sup-

providing television replacement tuners
and mainboards to the electronic service industry. PTS is the nation's largest

single source for all major brands of
replacement Television Tuners, Main -

port system to rebuild your non -working
tuner or mainboard.
PTS
also provides
Computer
Products such as Monitors, Printers and

boards, Projection Set Modules and
Complete Chassis. Brands such as
RCA, Zenith, Philips and GE are available at substantial savings when com-

Motherboards. A variety of Computer

pared to manufacturers pricing. PTS

Products are also available for pur-

employs over 300 technical and support

chase.

turer, PTS can help increase profits utilizing four primary objectives. REDUCE
PARTS INVENTORY. There is no need
to stock expensive, unnecessary parts
for repair when you can rely on PTS for
thousands of rebuilt tuners and main boards. PROVIDE FASTER SERVICE.
You'll minimize having to wait for backordered parts, schematics or technical
information including high failure histo-

ry of individual components. In most
cases we'll process your order long
before you could have obtained special
ordered parts or schematics. MINIMIZE
LABOR COST. Knowing that PTS pro-

vides an excellent source for repair
assistance, your technicians will no
longer have to agonize over "dog" units

staff with branches in California and

which results in a high labor cost per

Colorado.

Our primary objectives
PTS has been supporting the independent service cealer since 1967. If
you're a one mar operation, multiple
location service center or a manufac-

Thousands in stock
PTS maintains an extensive inventory on most major brands of Television

unit. Your output per man hour and work
flow
will
improve
dramatically.

INCREASE PROFITS. Call PTS today
and order your free catalog of replacement parts.

TELEVISION TUNERS
Over 40 Major Brands in Stock!

TUNE

Electronic, Vara:tor, PLL Tuners, VCR, Surface Mount

SAVINGS UP TO 60%

EXPRESS

THE WORLD'S

LARGEST

OF TV TUNERS

INVENTORY

AND MAINBOARDS

FREE OVERNIGHT

DELIVERY*

Save COD

IOC

charges:
Use your

gi

ri°

credit card!

1."-1111114
;1'

800-844-3291
FAX

800-844-7871
TOLL FREE

BLOOMINGTON, INDIANA

303-422-5268
FAX

800-331-3219
TOLL FREE

ARVADA, COLORADO

CORPORATE HEADQUARTERS

E-MAIL PTS@PTSCORP.COM

HTTP //WWW.PTSCORP.COM

lelh611:

DTC
rizioutrainire
I so swivel
xi IhrIsmikar

it

.S.ipplyingthe World of Electronics

'OFFER GOOD UNTIL LIMITED TIME OFFER. EXCLUDES REPAIR ORDERS. OVERNIGHT DEUVERY NOT GUARANTEED IN SELECTED AREAS.
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* * * DISTRIBUTORS' SHOWCASE * * *

RNJ Electronics, Inc.
202 New Highway, PO Box 667
Amityville, NY 11701-0667
Phone: 800-645-5833
Fax: 800-RNJ-FAX1
Since its inception in 1981 as a full line
discount distributor of electronic parts and
test equipment, RNJ Electronics has com-

mitted to supply the electronics industry
with state of the art products and accessories. RNJ Electronics now distributes
original TV & VCR parts from Sony, RCA,
Panasonic, JVC, Sharp, Hitachi and Test

Logic receivers, in wall/in ceiling speakers, sub woofers, center channel speakers, decors style volume controls, video
projectors, electric screens, TVs & VCRs,
TV & VCR wall & ceiling mounts and all
types o' home automation products
including IR Video Distributing, etc. from

manufacturers such as JVC, Channel

company also carries in its semi-annual
144 page catalog items such as Panasonic

cable converters, audio video & antenna
accessories, universal remotes, camcorder batteries, semiconductors, mobile
carts, tools & soldering equipment, educational kits and much more.
As you can see, RNJ Electronics prides
itsel' on its ability to stay current with the

Equipment from B&K Precision, Global
Specialties, Fluke and Emco all at very
competitive prices making RNJ your one
stop source for all of your parts and test

Plus, Philips/Magnavox, Da Lite, Bretford,
VMP Products, CSI and many more.
The company is also a master distribu-

equipment needs.
In addition, RNJ Electronics is a leading
distributor of commercial sound products
including PA amps, microphones, speakers, wire, intercoms, etc. from companies

dous growth: the security industry, stocking products such as cameras (regular &
covert), monitors, switchers/quads/multi-

plexers, lenses, mounts/housing/pan &

ever changing needs of its customers.
Cus'omer service is a top priority for the
company. The sales department and
technical staff provide friendly & courteous service at all times. All orders are
processed in a timely manner with shipping via UPS ground, red, blue, orange,

tilts/domes, wire & connectors, Cat 5

Fedex or air parcel domestically and inter-

such as Bogen, University Sound, E/V,

products and much more from companies

Astatic, Aiphone, CSI/Speco, Proco, Atlas/
Soundolier, Telex, Nady and many more.
RNJ Electronics is also your source for
home theater products such as Dolby Pro

such as Sony, Panasonic, Provideo,

nationally. Volume discounts are available for large orders. OEM quotes and

tor in an industry experiencing tremen-

Philips, Robot, Computar, Tamron, Pelco
and many more.

In addition to the above products the

bids are welcomed.

RNJ Electronics can meet all your
needs! Call toll free & see!

FOR TIMELY AND
ACCURATE SERVICE
Let RNJ Electronics Be Your Discount
Source For All Your Parts and
Servicing Equipment Needs
JSS SATELLITE SYSTEMS

TEST EQUIPMENT
VCR PARTS & ACCESSORIES

CAMCORDER BATTERIES
& ACCESSORIES

'ANASONIC CABLE TV
CONVERTERS

VIDEO HEADS
TV & VCR MOUNTS
MOBILE SERVICE TABLES
TV PARTS & ACCESSORIES

HOME THEATER PRODUCTS
SERVICE CHEMICALS
EDUCATIONAL KITS
TOOLS & SOLDERING EQUIPMENT
SECURITY EQUIPMENT

PA EQUIPMENT
INTERCOM SYSTEMS
SPEAKERS

A/V PRODUCTS
COMPUTER ACCESSORIES
FLYBACKS

Visit Our New Web Site and take
advantage of updated Monthly Specials at rnielect.com

RNJ

ELECTRONICS, INC

1-800-645-5833

TEL:1516) 226-2700 FAX:1516) 226-2770

E -Mall: rnjelecternjelect.com Web: rnjelect.com
202 NEW HIGHWAY, PO BOX 667,
AMITYVILLE, NEW YORK 11701-0667
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* * * DISTRIBUTORS' SHOWCASE * * *
Howard W. Sams & Company
2647 Waterfront Parkway East Drive
Indianapolis, IN 46214
Phone: 1-800-428-7267
Fax: 1-800-552-3910
Web site: http://www.hwsams.com
Howard W. Sams & Company is
proud to be celebrating 50 years as
the nation's leading technical pub-

one of the top technical imprints in
the nation and one of Sams' bright-

lisher. Since its inception in 1946,

technical books designed both for

Sams has seen its product offerings
expand and diversify, so that today,
Sams boasts the most complete lineup of technical documentation, services, and publications found any-

the novice and the experienced elecPROMPT®
tronics technician,

where.

Over 50 years ago, Howard Sams
was the first company to recognize
that the increasing popularity of home

entertainment electronics meant a
corresponding demand for reliable
service documentation. This insight
gave birth to the first PHOTO FACT®,

which presented concise technical
information to help service techni-

est stars. Concentrating its efforts on

published over 60 books in its first
five years, with another 30 scheduled

Installation, Projection TV Troubleshooting and Repair, Power Supply
Troubleshooting and Repair, and
Audio Interfacing.
Each and every PROMPT® book
provides a clear understanding of the
principles involved in the installation,

maintenance, and performance of
electronic devices that have become

further enhancing Sams' ability to

Computer Monitor Troubleshooting
and Repair, 1998 Computer Monitor
Troubleshooting Tips, and Camcorder Troubleshooting and Repair.
Sams' photocopy service is anoth-

Today, Howard Sams is the nation's
largest provider of after -market service data for the television and VCR

such a large part of our everyday
lives. Some of PROMPT's most
recent best-selling

titles

include

er element of the company's business

that provides invaluable information

repair industry in the form of the

to its customers. With a library of hun-

PHOTOFACT® and VCRfacts® subscription services, as well as through
electronics distributors. Research
shows that 95 percent of the companies providing after -market repair ser-

dreds of manufacturers covering a

vice for color televisions use Sams
technical data.
While PHOTOFACT® provided the
foundation for Howard Sams' rise to

the top of the technical publishing
industry, it is only a portion of what the
company publishes today. Sams currently offers a complete line of service
products, distributor catalogs, techni-

cal books, copy service, and custom
manuals for a wide range of clients.

Another major part of the Sams
technical products line, PROMPT®
Publications has grown to become
46
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information products for both print
and electronic delivery. Presently,
Sams' five -million item database is

to go to press this year. Among
the upcoming titles yet to be re- being converted to a relational dataleased are Basic Home Theater base platform, coined DATAHOST®.

cians repair specific makes and models of radios. Televisions soon were
added to the product line, followed by
computer equipment and then VCRs,

provide complete, consistent, high quality repair information to service
technicians.

The teaming agreement demonstrated that Directory Graphics' technological skills combined with Sams'
content -rich database and technical
catalog expertise would lead to next generation
business -to -business

wide range of product lines and thousands of models, Sams can provide

service documentation on most any
product, including TVs, VCRs, FAX
machines, computers, microwave

ovens, antique radios, plus much
more.

Howard Sams experienced another historic growth year in 1995 as it
was acquired by Bell Atlantic
Directory Graphics, a member of the
Bell Atlantic family. The acquisition
was a result of a successful strategic
teaming agreement that started in
1994, when BADG and Sams began
working together to develop DATA HOST® an industry -leading on-line
catalog delivery system.

April 1997

The information contained in DATA -

HOST® can be extracted from the
database and delivered to distributor
customers through not only traditional print catalogs and niche catalogs,
but also CD-ROMs and electronic online applications.
The growth of 1995 was followed by
even more expansion in 1996.

Howard Sams created an on-line
presence at www.hwsams.com. By
visiting this site, guests are treated to
summaries for
complete title

PROMPT() books, as well as an
entirely searchable version of the Annual Index. The site also features an
interactive demonstration of the
DATAHOST® cataloging system. In
addition to the Web site, Sams added

three national sales offices in 1996.
National headquarters remain in
Indianapolis, IN, with sales offices
now located in California, Florida, and
Pennsylvania.
Since its very creation, Howard W.

Sams & Company has been setting
the standard by which every other
technical publisher is judged. Many
have tried, but few have succeeded
in matching the level of quality and
customer satisfaction that Sams provides with every one of its products.
Sams is now taking its half -century of
technical expertise into the next gen-

eration, once again forging the path
that other publishers will try to follow.
To receive more information on any
of Sams' products or services, please
call 1-800-428-7267.

One Company

oward W. Sams

With All the Tools

to Make a World of D
Howard W Sams
is your one -stop

shop for service
information.
We are the best source for
the widest range of repair
data, technical books,
educational videos, and
reference materials for the
electronics industry.
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* * * DISTRIBUTORS' SHOWCASE * * *

Andrews Electronics
25158 Avenue Stanford
Santa Clarita, CA 91355
Phone: 800-289-0300
Fax: 800-289-0301
Andrews Electronics is housed in 50,000

bility for over 250.000 different parts that

square feet of warehousing and office

we carry.
Maintaining an inventory of this size has
been the cornerstone of our success as the

space. Miles of shelving are arranged for
immediate identification and easy accessi-

O.E.M. parts distribution industry leader. It
provides us with an average first pass fill
rate of above 90% and makes us the largest
supplier in America for the manufacturers
that we represent. Our fill rate is calculated on not only everything that is ordered
but also on every call or fax that we receive
for availability, even if it isn't ordered! Our
dealer order desk has 32 available sales
representatives to handle all of your ordering needs.
We've built our reputation on a very simple philosophy.... service. Not very fancy,

but very effective. Our constant growth
attests to it. You see, all of our policies that
have been developed over the years have

been based on that one simple thought:
"How may we better serve the industry?"
How about:

14 major brands to save you time,
frustration, and money with "one -stop
shopping."
Orders placed before 2:30 PST are routinely shipped the same day.

A freight program that offers free and
discounted shipping.

a ldrews

e
ectronics
Stocking the Largest Inventory of O.E.M. Parts,

Accessories, and Service Literature in the County

AIWA
HITACHI
OPTONICA
QUASAR
SHARP
RCA'
PROSCAN+
GE'

TOSHIBA
SONY
JVC
PANASONIC
TECHNICS
ZENITH
Premier

OVER 1/4

MILLION

DIFFERENT PARTS IN STOCK.
SHIPPED THE SAME DAY!

Over a 9O% Fill Rate

FREE or Discounted
Freight Program

No Minimum Orders
Backorder Reports with ETAs
Mailed Biweekly
No Handling Charges
Fast, Efficient Research

Factory Authorized
' Applies to orders received by 2: 10 PST

Phone (no) 289-0300 Fax (no) 289-0301
25158 Avenue Stanford Santa Clarita, CA 91355
Inquiries (805) 257-7700 Fax (805) 295-5162
48
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No minimum orders or handling
charges.
Automatic backorder reports with ETA's
mailed bi-weekly.
A fast, highly -efficient research department, second to none.

A program that converts make/model
descriptions to part numbers instantly for
the majority of research requests.
24 -hour toll -free phone and fax
order lines.

Over 100 full-time employees waiting
to serve your needs.

Our already outstanding freight program has been drastically improved! The
minimum qualifying amount has been cut
in half and the 2 day air discount has been
almost doubled! Even if an order is below
the minimum, we'll ship it blue label at the
3 day select rate! With this type of shipping program, we're a lot closer than you
might think.

In case you've heard this elsewhere
before, now's the time to let us prove it to
you. By investing a mere two minutes of

your time, you can discover what thousands of others have: that there is a difference. When you place your next order with
your local supplier, check the availability of
all the items. Then call or fax Andrews and
check our stock levels. We believe you'll be
pleasantly surprised! Wouldn't getting

those extra units repaired a week or two
sooner be good for your reputation? Sure
it would! And we can help! After all is said
and done, it is performance that counts. We

know that your ability to perform your job
depends on how well we perform ours. Our
regular office hours are from 8:15 to 4:45

PST and we're closed for lunch between
12:00 and 12:30. When you think of electronic parts...think of Andrews.

* * * DISTRIBUTORS' SHOWCASE * * *

MCM Electronics

Superior Customer Service
MCM's knowledgeable staff is trained
to arswer your calls in a fast, friendly man-

650 Congress Park Drive
Centerville, OH 45459
Phone: 800-543-4330
Fax: 800-765-6960
Website: www.mcmelectronics.com
MCM Electronics is THE SOURCE for
Service Parts and Accessories.

During their 20 plus years, MCM's
superlative service has made them the
supplier of choice for the electronics servicing industry. Services include IN STOCK original OEM parts used for consumer electronics repair from such names
as RCA/GE, Panasonic, Technics,
Quasar, ECG, Philips and Magnavox - the

ner. The sales lines are staffed Monday
through Friday from 7:00 am to 9:00 pm
and Saturday from 9:00 am to 6:00 pm
EST If you have questions about any
product you've purchased from MCM, call
their toll free technical support at 800 -824 TECH (8324) - they'll be glad to help solve
your problems!

Test equipment from Fluke, B&K,
Precision, Hitachi, Sencore, Leader,
Triplett, Simpson, Tektronix, and Tenma
- MCM's value priced signature series - is
available at competitive prices.
Free Catalog

MCM Electronics publishes two fullsized catalogs annually, featuring more

Fast Delivery from the East
and West
W'th distribution centers in Ohio and

Nevada, MCM can offer economical
ground service delivery throughout the
continental United States. So, no matter
where you're located, MCM can deliver
your package quickly and economically.

than 37,000 products. Over 100 pages are

MCM Electronics boasts one of the

For the bench, MCM stocks a broad
selection of tools, technician aids, and
chemicals from trusted names such as

devoted to semiconductors, repair parts,
and accessories. If MCM doesn't have it,
they'll special order the items you need.
Sale prices are offered periodically in the
seasonal flyers and the website is a great

Chemtronics, Tech Spray, Caig, Xcelite,

way to check out their HOT DEALS at

Crescent, Klein, Weller, Ungar, and Hakko.

www.mcmelectronics.com.

fastest order fill rates in the industry, with
99% of all orders shipping within 24 hours!
In fact, all orders received before 5:00 pm
YOUR TIME are shipped the SAME day.
For more information or a FREE CATALOG, call 800-543-4330. In Dayton, OH
call 434-0031.

replacement part you need is always
available when you need it!

MON lTRONICS®
Your Headquarters
for TV,/VCR Repair Parts
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MCM s comprehensive line of tools,
test equipment and other products
are en.;ineered specifically for the
consuner electronics repair industry. A
wide variety of OEM parts, passive
compc nents and over 10,000
semiconductors are all stocked
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#72-3055

and reldy to ship.

Hundreds of TV and
Computer Monitor
Flybacks

Authorized Original Parts Distributor

Panasonic /Qua-gar/ Thchnics

PHIL PS4/Magnavoxi1:24
1 -a00-343-4336

FiC/1/ Q Prern er Distr,butor

FREE CATALOG

1-800-543-4330

Flyback
Tester/Analyzer
#72-6400

www.mcmelectronics.com

0

M -F 7 a.m.- 9 p.m., Sat. 9 a.m.- 6 p.m. EST.

MCM ELECTRONICS'
650 CONGRESS PARK DR.
CENTERVILLE. OH 45459
A PREMIER FARNELL Company

Same Day Shipping!
In stores orders received by
5:00 p m (YOUR TIME).
are sh pped the same day.
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* * * DISTRIBUTORS' SHOWCASE * * *

MAT Electronics
(West Coast)
(East Coast)
400 Pike Road
Phone: 800-811-5177
Huntingdon, PA 19006-1118 Fax: 702-434-7509
Phone: 800-628-1118
Fax: 800-628-1005
Website: www.matelectronics.com
inventoried items which can be accessed immediately on our state-of-the-art computer system.
MAT Electronics is always current with market
trends in the repair industry-always emphasizing
what is new in electronic parts and components-

"The On Time Electronics Distributor" is our motto
at MAT Electronics, and we have proudly served the
repair industry for over 15 years. Over the past several years, MAT Electronics has striven to constantly

improve our product lines, customer service and

for VCRs, TVs. computer monitors, stereos and

competitive pricing.
MAT Electronics has two locations to better serve
our customers-our original location in Pennsylvania,
and our office in Las Vegas, Nevada. The growth of
MAT Electronics has been due to the following: quality product, competitive prices and fast, reliable service. The company's products are used by manu-

microwaves. MAT Electronics sources its products
from around the world as well as domestically, to
offer the best merchandise at a true savings.
MAT Electronics has become a prominent distributor in the surveillance industry, and is an authorized Sony, Phillips and ProVideo distributor.
MAT Electronics takes great pride in its ability to
accommodate the various needs of all our valued

facturers, engineers, hospitals, technical training
schools, hobbyists and technicians.
MAT Electronics stocks an extensive line of TV
and monitor flybacks. Japanese semiconductors,
capacitors and MATV accessories. Recently MAT
Electronics has started to distribute original parts

from Hitachi, NEC, Panasonic and Sony, at very
to -read, 116 -page catalog filled with thousands of

coasts, who are waiting to take your phone call and
deal courteously with any questions you may have
about any electronic part. If you don't see it in our

catalog-just ask for it.
MAT Electronics takes the risk out of ordering

customers-both in the U.S. and worldwide. The

from a catalog, offering a 90 -day, 100% guarantee

company normally ships orders within 24 hours of
receipt of your order, and UPS red and blue label
service are available to ensure even faster delivery
service if necessary.

on all purchases. Large volume discounts are

Our customer service department features friendly and knowledgeable telephone operators on both

competitive prices. The company publishes an easy -

MAT Electronics newest catalog
is a phone call away

also available. Our toll -free lines are open weekdays

8:30 A.M. to 7 P.M. EST, and Saturdays from 8:30
AM to 2:00 PM EST. The toll -free FAX number is
available 24 hours a day. as is our new website:
www.matelectronics.com
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C.O.D. ORDERS ACCEPTED

E! ECTRONICE
400 PIKE ROAD HUNTINGDON VALLEY, PA 19006-1610
FREE

CALL TOLL -FREE

1-800-628-1118

116 PAGE
CATALOG!

"The On Time Electronics Distributor"

FAX: 215-364-8554
EMAIL: 7471.645@COMPUSERVECOM
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* * * DISTRIBUTORS' SHOWCASE * * *

SBS Direct

129 NW 13th Street, Suite 32
Boca Raton, FL 33432
Phone: 800-603-9000
Fax: 561-361-9774

"I don't know how our store ever got
along without Store-Trak...We would
certainly feel very good about recommending Store-Trak to anyone who
so inquired," wrote one satisfied customer after using Store-Trak for only
two months.
Over the past several years, SBS

ment. Their vision resulted in the development of Store-Trak.
With more than 3,000 systems
shipped to date, SBS's customers can
attest to the time and money they have
saved with Store-Trak, not to mention
the professional image they project to

their customers with the computer -

Their fully trained and qualified staff is
available during normal business hours
and is always ready to assist you with
any questions you may have.

Direct has built a name for itself in
the Consumer Electronics industry
as a leader in total store automa-

printed work orders and invoices.
Store-Trak is easy to install and most

In short, SBS works very hard at
earning and keeping you as a satis-

customers find they are comfortable
with the system right away. Upgrades

retail and service sectors of the electronics industry. They saw the need for

and enhancements are provided every
9-12 months based on customer feedback and suggestions. The system is
very intuitive and based on the workflow

fied customer.
Sales and Service Managers typically
report a 45% savings in time doing their
daily paperwork and administrative
tasks! Their valuable time is used more
productively and their stores become

a PC -based system that would manage

in your business. It's a system that

more profitable. And they find Store-

most, if not all, aspects of small -to -

thinks the way you do!
SBS Direct's efforts are totally dedicated to the support and enhancement

Trak's Executive Summaries invaluable
tools to help them make smarter, more informed business decisions.
Call SBS Direct toll free at (800) 6039000. Tell them that ES&T sent you.

tion systems.
Its

star product, Store-Trak, was

developed by people who worked in the

medium sized businesses. The product
they envisioned would provide easy -to learn and easy -to implement solutions
in the ever-changing business environ-

of Store-Trak. Providing, maintaining
and upgrading software for managing

Electronics and Appliance stores is not
a sideline at SBS; it is all that SBS does.
And they do it very well, judging by what
their customers have to say about them.

Store Management Software
Designed Exclusively For
Electronics & Appliance Sales & Service Stores

STORE-TRAK
An easy -to -use menu -driven system that organizes every aspect of
your business more effectively, using state of the art programming technology.
+ Service Call Scheduling
+ Eliminates Paperwork & Filing
4- Service & Sales Invoices
+ Purchase Orders
+ Bar Code/Cash Drawer Capability
+ Detailed Business Summaries
+ Vendor & Manufacturer Files
+ Check Writing and Bookkeeping
+ Electronic Warranty Processing

+ Complete Store Inventory Records
4. Previous Repair Histories
of Brands

+ Repair Unit Job Board
+ Serialized Inventory/
Floor Planning

Order Now
and Receive
a 10%
Discount
& FREE
FCC ID Code

+ Dealer Billing
4- Fully Networkable At No Extra Charge

1-800-603-9000
Ext.
99
129 NW 13th Street, Suite 32, Boca Raton 33432
http://www.sbsdirect.com
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* * DISTRIBUTORS' SHOWCASE * * *

B & D Enterprises

_,JJ J

Main & Liberty Street
Russell, PA 16345
Phone: 888-815-0508
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Fax: 814-757-5400
#1 IN EXPERIENCE
Since 1976 B&D Enterprises and their parent company have been entrusted by the manufacturers to be their authorized distributor in
the United States. Companies such as Sanyo,
Sanken, Shindengen, and NEC have agreed to
let us represent them for the distribution of their
semiconductor products. At B&D you'll find 22+
years of accumulated product knowledge and
factory supported sales. No other distributor
can match our experience level in the Japanese
semiconductor market. Our engineering library
alone covers more than 25yrs of components
and all of the major Japanese manufacturers.

ence knowledge of the products is 2nd to none!

The engineering office number for technical
support is 814-757-8300. In addition to Sanyo,

Sanken, Shindengen, and NEC, other lines

1K11411C,

supported are Fuji, Fujitsu, Hitachi, Mitsubishi,
Panasonic, Rohm, Sansha, and Sony. We also
stock various components made by I.R., G.I.,
Motorola, National, SGS/Thomson, and

Philips. When it comes to semiconductors,

TECH SUPPORT 814 857.8300

other distributors depend on us, and we're now
available to you the consumer as well!

VISel pug Wel> Solt .11 wtrve bdrni cent

CONVENIENCE!
Located in Western Pennsylvania B&D
offers 2nd day air (up to 5lbs.) in the continental U.S. for only $3.95! Also our minimum order
is only $15.00! We use UPS and Fedex to best

JAPANESE SEMICONDUCTORS
B&D Enterprises stocks more than 10,000
line items. Specializing in Japanese semiconductors, we can help you solve your compo-

support our customers with orders shipped
same day up to 4:00pm EST. Our business

nent problem. We also stock an extensive
inventory of discontinued and hard to find

hours are 8:OOam-7:OOpm EST and we gladly

accept MasterCard, Visa, American Express,
and COD's (company check or cash).

items. Our purchasing history and cross-refer-

FAX 814,757-5400

FACTORY AUTHORIZED SUPPORT
At B&D we are a family run business that
believes in supporting the sale with service.
From spec sheets to pricing we will do what it
takes to ensure your satisfaction! We handle
major OEM's, distributors, brokers, repair
depots, and small business concerns.
B&D- "Where we're big enough to serve you,
but small enough to know you!"

11111.1111111.1111.11MPF
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t

lay foryour FREE catalog!
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JJ
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PO BOX 460 MAIN & LIBERTY

RUSSELL, PA 16345

FACTORY AUTHORIZED SEMICONDUCTOR DISTRIBUTION FOR:

rev

1998

Ce

(AND MANY OTHERS!)

ARISES

REDUCED PRICES ON 1000'S OF ITEMS

ORDER TOLL FREE!
.1

)))

.1) -1

,).i

o
'J

J

TECH SUPPORT 814-757-8300

MINIMUM ORDER
ONLY S15.00

BUSINESS HOURS: 8:00 AM - 7:00 PM EST

17:67:17

Visit our Web Site at www.bdent.com
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NEWS
Third quarter 1997 U.S. electronics sales over
$336 billion, up 11.6% over 1996

The $34.5 billion in home information product sales will constitute an increase of 10 percent over 1997, according to CEMA.

U.S. factory sales of electronics equipment, components and
related products totaled more than $336 billion (YTD) for the
third quarter of 1997, representing more than an 11% increase

Personal computers will lead the segment's solid growth with
projected factory sales of $17.6 billion in 1998, a $1.7 billion
jump from 1997. Other home information products expected to

over last years figures for the same time period, according to data
released today by the Electronic Industries Association (EIA).

show gains in 1998 include computer printers, monitors,

In announcing the positive third quarter sales figures, EIA
President Peter F. McCloskey stated, "All of our sectors continue to demonstrate outstanding growth and now based on our
third quarter results, we clearly believe our forecast for a strong
1997 will be a fact."
The following is a breakdown of the third quarter numbers
according to product sector:
Electronics Components sales rose 12.7% to $108.8 billion, over last year's number of $96.6 billion (YTD).
Consumer Electronics saw an increase of 6.3% to $7.6 billion, compared to $7.1 billion in 1996.
The Telecommunications sector enjoyed a significant rise to
$46.2 billion, up over 15% from last years sales of $39.9 billion.

Defense Communications rose 9.5%, from last year's
$19.8 billion to $21.7 billion.
The Computers and Peripherals sector hit nearly $66 billion, experiencing growth of 8.7% over the 1996 third quarter
figure of $60.5 billion.
The sales of Electromedical Equipment enjoyed a 6.5%
rise, from $7.5 billion in 1996 to $8 billion so far this year.
Industrial Electronics sales increased 7.3% , with $25.7 billion , as compared to last year's $24 billion.
The Other Related Products category rose from $46.2 billion in 1996 to $52.9 billion in the third quarter of 1997, showing a 14.5% increase.

1998 consumer electronic sales of
$75.6 billion will set all-time record
Continued strong demand for computers and other home
information equipment will push U.S. sales of consumer electronics products to a record -setting $75.6 billion in 1998, the
Consumer Electronics Manufacturers Association (CEMA)
has predicted. The 1998 total will be a five percent increase
over last year.
CEMA, a sector of the Electronic Industries Association
(EIA), issued the forecast after analyzing national sales figures
for the first ten months of the year along with data from market surveys, predictions from manufacturers, information from
government and other associations, as well as other research.

"While home entertainment continues to be an important
segment of the consumer electronics industry, home information has become the largest and fastest growing product group,"
said CEMA president Gary Shapiro.
In 1993, Shapiro explained, factory sales of home entertainment products totaled $19.9 billion compared with $17.4
billion for home information. In 1998, home information products are epxpected to post $34.5 billion in sales compared with
$20.4 billion for home entertainment.

modems, software and cordless phones. Sales of corded phones,
fax machines and personal word processors will decline, CEMA
predicted.
"The home information product posting the highest growth

rate will be digital cameras with an increase of 47 percent
between 1997 and 1998," Shapiro said. "These cameras, which
take pictures that can be loaded directly into computers, are one

of several digital products that have been successfully introduced in recent years."
For example, the long -anticipated Digital Versatile Disk
(DVD) player was introduced in the U.S. last year and is expect-

ed to generate $170 million in factory sales in 1997, and $326
million in 1998, according to CEMA.
A DVD, which can hold 13 times as much information as a
CD-ROM, offers consumers a significantly enhanced home
entertainment experience. In addition to movies and digital surround sound, the disks can include soundtracks in several languages, built-in parental control, and an array of additional
material.
DVD is one of three new products in the video segment that
are expected to post impressive increases in 1998, according to
CEMA. The other two: TV/PC combinations which will more
than double factory sales and reach $325 million in 1998, and
set -top Internet access devices which will enjoy $180 million
in factory sales in 1998.
All told, the video product segment is expected to show a
modest increase from $14.5 billion in 1997 to $14.7 billion in
1998. The year will bring modest sales increases for stereo TV,
projection TV, TVNCR combinations, stereo VCRs, direct -to home satellite systems and camcorders.
"The Robust sales figures for projection television, DVD and
stereo VCRs are evidence of the continued consumer demand
for home theater," Shapiro said. "Another example is the home
theater in a box, which will lead the audio products segment in
sales growth."
In all, the audio segment is expected to show a slight drop
in factory sales from $5.9 billion in 1997 to $5.7 billion in 1998.
The blank media segment will also experience a modest decline,
according to CEMA.
Factory sales of mobile electronics products will increase
from $8.2 billion in 1997 to $8.4 billion in 1998. Accessories
and batteries, electronic gaming and home security will all also
post modest gains.
"The consumer electronics industry continues to succeed by
bringing new products to market, maintaining high levels of
quality and offering increasingly affordable prices," Shapiro
said. "This powerful combination will carry the industry into
the next century."
Specifically, CEMA predicted that factory sales of consumer
April 1998
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electronics products will reach $92 billion in 2001, an increase
of 115 percent in ten years.
CEMA is a sector of the Electronic Industries Association
(EIA), the 74 -year -old Arlington, Virginia -based trade association representing all facets of electronics manufacturing. CEMA

represents U.S. manufacturers of audio, video, accessories,
mobile electronics, communication, information and multimedia
products which are sold through consumer channels.

Digital photography faces bright future, according to new
CEMA survey and market forecasts
The market for digital cameras is poised for significant growth

in 1998 and beyond, according to two new reports from the
Consumer Electronics Manufacturers Association (CEMA).
The Arlington, Virginia -based trade group unveiled results from
a new survey showing strong consumer interest in the capabilities of digital cameras. Also released was CEMA's forecast for

future sales: 1.1 million digital cameras will be sold to retail

dealers in 1998, CEMA estimates - up significantly from
700,000 units in 1997 and 300,000 in 1996.
"We saw digital cameras really mature as a consumer product in 1997, and optimism is quite high for the category as we
head into the new millennium," said Gary Shapiro, president of
CEMA. "An expanded retail presence for digital cameras and

The Professional

Electronics
Technicians
Association
and the Satellite Dealers

Association

Computer Network
Technicians
The CNST - Computer Network Systems
Technician - is ETA's latest Certification for
Electronics Technicians. Send $2 for the 184
CNST competencies listing. Thousands of
CNSTs are needed in the next 5 years. You
can be one of these well -paid technicians.
Prerequisite: Computer C.E.T., or A+.

THE ASSOCIATE CET Exam Books
New Study Guides for the Associate Level CET exams. Book 1
contains 248 sample CET exam quiz questions and answers. Multiple
CET authors. Book 2 different sample quizzes - latest exam topics
plus complete listing of over 380 CET exam test sites. Written by
CETs, electronics instructors and working technicians. Great study
material for every professional electronics technician. $24.95 ea. The
CSS - Certified Customer Service Specialist Study Guide - is also
available now from ETA: $19.95 + $4 s&h.

765-653-4301 - 765-653-8262 Fax
602 N Jackson
Greencastle, In 46135
e-mail. eta@indy.tdsnet.com
http://www.eta-sda.corn
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the involvement of a large number of top manufacturers have
helped increase the awareness among consumers of the great
functionality of digital imaging. Just as we saw the products
proliferate at last week's 1998 International CES®, our new survey shows similar excitement among the most likely adopters
of digital cameras."

The survey, conducted through the CEMA Consumer
Research Service, was administered via telephone in December
1997 to 750 households with a PC and a color printer - those
currently best equipped to receive the maximum benefit from
digital imaging products. Nearly eight in ten of those surveyed
were at least somewhat familiar with digital cameras.

The CEMA survey shows that PC/color printer users have
already been involved in activities that could benefitfrom the
use of digital imaging products. When asked which tasks had
been performed with their PC in the last six months, 67 percent
said they had created invitations and/or greeting cards, 52 percent indicated they had produced designs, 41 percent said banners or posters, and 38 percent said newsletters. Additionally,
forty-one percent of the respondents said they have printed digital photographic images from their PC. In many of these areas,
digital cameras offer consumers a means to enhance their color
printer output.
PC owners indicated the top reason they bought a color printer was to print newsletters, cards, etc. (27 percent). This was
followed by "to print reports" (17 percent); "it came as part of

a system" (16 percent); and "to print photos or images"
(13 percent).
Interest in features of digital imaging is significant among
this early adopter sample. The survey shows that instant access
- printing photos right after taking them - is the most important
feature (56 percent are interested). This is followed by the ability to store photos on a PC (55 percent), use photos in newsletters or Web sites (53 percent), and reduce/enlarge photos (51
percent). Interestingly, although women are less familiar with
digital cameras than men, their interest level in the cameras'
main features are 10 to 15 percent higher than men, according
to the CEMA survey.

"We are encouraged by the high level of product interest
among the 20 million U.S. households with a PC and color printer," added Shapiro. "Indications of intent -to -buy show that dig-

ital cameras - already more than a half billion dollar business
[in 1998] - are ready for more of a mass market acceptance
among PC users. And as the household penetration of PCs
expands, sales of digital cameras are expected to come along
for the ride."
Why wouldn't PC/color printer users want to purchase a digital camera? They indicated that "a regular camera meets my
needs" (68 percent) and "digital cameras would be too expensive" (61 percent).
Shapiro remarked, "The greatest impediments to consumers
purchasing a digital camera are actually those easiest to address.
As consumers learn more about the capabilities of digital imaging, we believe many will see digital cameras as an integral part
of their computing system, and a complement to their existing
cameras. In addition, there are now digital models available at
price ranges to fit any budget."

What Do You Know About Electronics?
lip tiara NN ikon

/n the previous installment of this
department I showed how a mini-

of ES&T magazine) and I'll send every
step. A stamp would be appreciated.]
From the generator side (Figure 2)

mum -loss pad can be designed by
using hyperbolic functions. You will
remember that the mathematics showed
the pad had only two resistors, and the

200 = R, +

series resistor is closer to the higher
impedance being matched. Figure
shows the solution obtained in last

100 R2

100 + R2

1

month's issue using hyperbolics.
I said I would show how to do that with
logs (base 10), but, I'm going to go direct-

Figure 1. This is the solution to the minimum loss pad problem obtained in last month's issue
using hyperbolics.

ly to the most basic method of design
using algebra. This solution was
researched by Al Calderon of Miami. He
was one of my best students.

According to the Maximum Power
Transfer Theorem, a generator (or battery) will deliver its maximum power
whenever the load resistance equals its
internal resistance. That theorem assumes

there are no reactive components if it is
an ac circuit.
Figure 1 shows the generator and load
resistor for our problem. If resistance of
Ry (the load resistor) matches 10051 , and

transformer in an ac circuit. The advantage of the pad is that it is not reactive. In
other words, the resistive network has a
very broad frequency response.
In order to use a pad to match the generator and load of Figure 1, the following
conditions must be met:
The generator internal resistance (Rx)
must be greater than the load resistance
(Ry). If Rx is greater than Ry the match
can be made by using the L -pad configuration shown in Figure I.

the internal resistance of the generator

The generator must be capable of

matches that 10052, then Ry will receive
the maximum possible power.

delivering the power required by Ry plus
the power dissipated by the L -Pad.

The object is to match the load to the
generator. In other words, the generator

Resistors Rx and R must be non -

"sees" a resistance of Rx looking out from
its terminals; and, the load resistor "sees"
a resistance of Ry looking out from its ter-

minals. The matching circuit must introduce a minimum loss in our solution.
One way to match the generator to the
load in an ac circuit is to use a transformer.

For example, an output transformer
matches the impedance of a power amplifier to a speaker.
For a dc circuit we use a simple L -pad

inductive. In an ac circuit the reactance of
the circuit must be negligible.
The equations for finding R1 and R2
are easily derived. Figure 2 shows the circuit seen by the generator and its internal
resistance. The resistance of that circuit
must equal the value of Rx. [Note: Some
intermediate algebra steps in the following math are not shown. If you are hav-

Using algebra, multiply both sides of
the equation by (100 + R2) to eliminate
the denominator. Then solve for R2.
200(100 + R2) = RI(100+R2)+ 100R2

R2 -

/00R/ - 20,000
100 -

Call this Equation I.
From the load resistance side of the circuit (Figure 3)

-

( R, + 200)R2

R2 -

100 RI + 20,000
100 RI + 100

100

+ 200 + R2

Call this Equation 2.

Set the R2 values (Equation

1

and

Equation 2) equal to each other.
R2 = R2

ing trouble with them send me a note (care

such as the one shown in Figure 1. It is
known as a minimum -loss pad because it
wastes less power than any other resistive

matching network. The circuit works
very well in ac circuits where the reactance is so small that it can be disregarded. However, it will always waste more

power than a well -designed matching
Wilson is the electronics theory consultant for ES&T.

Figure 2. This is the minimum -loss pad
circuit seen by the generator and its internal
resistance.

Figure 3. This is the circuit that the load resistance sees, looking back at the generator and
its internal resistance.
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ES&T Calendar
Electronic Distribution Show
May 12-14, 1998
Las Vegas, NV
703-907-7547
48th Electronic Components &
Technology Conference
May 25-28
Seattle, Washington
703-907-7547

Set the product of the means equal to
the product of the extremes.
(100R1 - 20,000)(100 + RI } =(100R1
+ 20,000)(100 - R1}
The left side becomes 100Ri2 - 10,000R1 - 20,000
The right side becomes -1001212 - I 0,000R1 + 20,000
Set the left side equal to the right side
And solve for RI 200R12 = 4,000,000

SUPERCOMM '98
June 7-11

Atlanta, GA

141.4251

R,

703-907-7981

CES Habitech '98 - Home Systems
June 7-9, 1998
Atlanta, GA
703-907-7600
Fuse '98
June 19-21, 1998

Substitute RI into the Equation 2 (looking into the load resistance):

100 -

(R, + 200)R2

+ 200+ R2

Atlantic City, NJ
703-907-7643

CES Mobile Electronics
June 19-21, 1998
Atlantic City, NJ
703-907-7600

Electronics
Knowledge
Answers to test (from page 15)
1. one-shot, or monostable

2. A

the original equations and show that the
generator is looking into 2005I and the

load resistance is looking into 1000.
Remember - you have not carried any
value out beyond 5 places, so, there will
be a very slight mismatch.
Naturally, you would choose the clos-

est standard resistance values; or, by
using trimmer resistors it is possible to get
values that are much closer to R1 and R2.
The reason for carrying out the decimal
places so far is to show that the designed

Keep in mind that the design shown
here is for a minimum loss pad. If you
want to introduce a specific amount of
loss, as for attenuation of a strong signal,
you cannot use this set of equations.

- EPROM (Electrically Program-

Read -Only Memory)
8. B

9. A
10. Zero
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Speaking of the flood, did you know
that if all of the moisture was taken out of
the atmosphere it would cover the earth
with water one inch deep?! (Taken from

a series called "Interesting Facts" by
Dennis Fronrath in the Melbourne newspaper called "Florida Today".)

Thinking of doing some learning?
This is more in the series of great
designs, great articles, etc. that are in danger of being lost. It's not because they are

no longer useful. It is because we are
always looking for the newest stuff. In

"What Do You Know About Electronics?" I want to reintroduce some of
the lost material. Maybe you will find it
useful. At least you should find it interesting.
In most cases the topics to be covered
will be electronics designs. This one is an

exception. Much of this material is taken
from an article by E.J. Tangerman, Editor

Measurements

in an early copy of a magazine called

Everyone wants new up-to-the-minute
technology, and rightfully so. But I wonder if sometimes some valuable technology doesn't get thrown out in the process
of updating our files.

Product Engineering.
Think about this:
Our most common way of conveying
information, at least at ordinary levels, is
by word of mouth. This is especially true
when you attend association conventions.
(Are you going?)

mable Read -Only Memory)

- EAROM (Electrically Alterable

There was a problem, however, if the
person working on the left (port) side of

around in circles.

shows the final results.

Read -Only Memory)

find it. Also, it was reasonably convenient
to use, and everyone had one."

The result would be a boat that goes

4. 10V

7. - EEROM (Electrically Erasable

waste time rummaging around trying to

R2 = 141.420

circuit gives nearly -exact values when
looking in from the amplifier. Figure 1

6. 2240 pounds, or, 1 gross (ton)

It always was readily available and it
couldn't be mislaid, so nobody had to

34142 = 241.42 R2
Solve for the value of R2:

3. NOT A AND NOT B.

5. NAND

It just so happens that I saved a copy of
"Precision - A Measure of Progress." It is
a booklet produced by General Motors in
1952. I doubt if it is still around. Here is
a quotation from that book:
"Actually, the cubit of Noah's time was
the length of a man's forearm. It was the
distance from the tip of his elbow to the
end of his middle finger. In some respects,
this was a mighty handy measuring stick.

a boat was a five-foot woman and the person working on the right (starboard) side
of the same boat was a seven -foot man.

Substitute the values for R1 and R2 into

Test Your

has had more than its share of rain and
flooding. I told him I was going to start
building an ark as soon as I find out what
a "cubit" is. (It is mentioned as a unit of
length in the story of Noah.)

For example, I noted in a telephone
conversation with the editor that Florida
April 1998

Listening is vital. You must often pick

from conversation, verbal reports and
spoken comments the bits of information
that are pieced together into a new design

or the improvement of an old one. The
same sources often provide new concepts, or solutions to vexing problems. So
listen - and remember what you hear.

Ninety-eight percent of all you learn

comes through your eyes and ears.
Seventy percent of your waking time is
spent in communicating verbally, 9% of

it in writing, 16% in reading, 30% in
speaking, 45% - almost half - in listening.
Yet most of our schools stress the teaching of writing by building-block methods,

speaker talks at 125, slows to 100 for

4. Listening only for facts. (This is the
most common of bad habits among listeners, because it deludes you into think-

emphasis. So three -fourths of your thinking capacity can be elsewhere.).

One of the hardest jobs is to convince

ing you have learned something. Hunt for
the gist, the generalization.).
5. Outlining everything. The good listener makes little abstracts of ideas, annotates a text or outline.
6. Faking attention. You are not listen-

yourself to make notes because your mind

will insist, "I'll remember." Then it lets
you down.

Note -taking - how and why
Notes are preferably made in your own

ing, just playing a part while your mind
is elsewhere. Real listening takes energy.
7. Tolerating distractions.
8. Evading the difficult.
9. Submitting to emotional words.
10. Wasting thought power. (You think
at perhaps 400 to 700 words a minute, the

words unless you intend to quote the
speaker directly. Your own words are
more useful, because they utilize your
own vocabulary.

Remember to check back over your
notes shortly after you have made them.

and, so-called "improvement reading
ends in the sixth grade. It is not surprising, therefore, that most of us read at the
sixth -grade level, or that most of us listen
at 25% efficiency.
In

1940, Dr.

Harry Goldstein of

Columbia discovered that it is perfectly
possible to listen to a speech at three times

the normal rate without a significant loss

of comprehension. In other words, the
normal speaking rate of 125 words a
minute, which we slow to 100 words a
minute so "people will understand", is far
below the rate at which we think, so the
mind continually darts away - or tries to

- from the subject being talked about.
Unless we discipline ourselves to remain
attentive, the mind goes away - and stays
away. That's why we "forget" - we don't
really listen.
If you test listeners immediately after a
lecture, their recollection or retention is

only 50%; two weeks later it will have
dropped to 25%.
There are three simple steps to good lis-

tening. They utilize the speed of your
mind (four to five times as fast as you talk)

and help to hold it in line. Here they are,
according to Dr. Ralph G. Nichols of the
University of Minnesota:
1. Try to anticipate what the speaker's
next comment.
2. Identify elements of what the speaker is saying.
3. Make mental summaries.
Ten Ways to be a Bad Listener.
1. Calling the subject uninteresting.
2. Criticizing the delivery.
3. Becoming overstimulated (withhold

evaluation until there is complete comprehension).

Internet Industry Almanac, by Egil

data, Internet humor and more. The

Juliussen Ph.D. and Karen PetskaJuliussen,
Industry
Computer

Internet Industry Almanac was compiled
using PCs and desktop publishing and all

Almanac, Inc., 400 pages, $400 for all
directories plus S&H
The Internet Industry Almanac is an

products used are listed in the Internet
Industry Almanac.
Computer Industry Almanac, Inc.. PO Box 600, 1639 Logan
Creek Drive. Glenbrook, NV 89413-0600

annual reference book about the Internet

industry: 400 -pages authored by two
experienced industry observers - Egil
Juliussen and Karen Petska-Juliussen.

Semiconductor Cross Reference
Book: Fourth Edition, by Howard W.

The almanac has thousands of facts that
summarize the industry. There are direc-

pages, paperback $24.95

Sams, PROMPT Publications, 671
This newly revised and updated refer-

tories such as: Internet Companies -

ence book is the most comprehensive
guide to replacement data available for
engineers, technicians, and those who
work with semiconductors. With more
than 490,000 part numbers, type num-

1,500+ entries, Internet Publications 280+, Internet Research and Testing
Companies - 120+, Internet Conferences
- 250+, Internet People - 5,000+, Internet

Resource Directory - 300+, Internet
Publishers - 75+, Internet Associations
and Organizations - 90+, and Internet

bers, and other identifying numbers list-

ed, technicians will have no problem
locating the replacement or substitution
information needed.
The Semiconductor Cross Reference
Book covers all major types of semicon-

Conference Companies - 40+.
The Almanac is full of rankings and
awards for companies, people and products. One of the most popular chapters is
the salary and wealth rankings of the top

ductors, including bipolar transistors,
FETs, diodes, rectifiers, ICs, SCRs,

Internet people as well as the average
salaries for various Internet -related

LEDs, modules, and thermal devices. It

also features replacements for NTE,

occupations. It has summaries of Internet

ECG, Radio Shack, and TCE making this

market forecasts. There are also estimates of the number of Internet host
computers and Internet users for over 50
individualized countries. A technology

forecast focusing on 2000 and 2002
reviews the expected advances and product trends.

An introductory chapter explains the

structure of the Internet industry and
defines the Internet. Additionally, there
is a history of the Internet, employment

book four cross references in one. And
lastly, this reference includes an up-to-

date listing of all original equipment
manufacturers, making it easy to find all

necessary parts. There is not another
book on the market that can rival the
breadth and reliability of information
available in the fourth edition of the
Semiconductor Cross Reference Book.

April 1998

PROMPT publications. 2647 Waterfront Parkway E. Drive.
Indianapolis. IN 46214-2041
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-/1/1P ----CLASSIFIED
Classified advertising is available by the word or per column inch.
By -the word. $1.65 per word, per insertion, pre -paid Minimum charge is $35 per insertion. Initials and abbrevations count as full words. Indicate freecategory heading
(For Sale. Business Opportunities, Miscellaneous, Wanted). Blind ads (replies sent to ES&T for forwarding) are $40 additional. No agency discounts are allowed for classified advertising by the word. Contact Kirstie Wickham at 516-681-2922 to place your classified ad (by -the -word). Mastercard, VISA, American Express and Discover
are accepted for FAX or mail orders.
Per column Inch (classified Display): $235 per column inch, per insertion, with frequency discounts available, 1" minimum, billed at 1/4" increments after that 10" maximum per ad. Blind ads are $40 addition. Reader Service Number $25 additional to cover processing and handling costs. (Free to 4 -inch or largerads.) For more information regarding classified display advertising please call 516-681-2922. Optional color (determined by magazine) $150 additional per insertion.

Send your order, materials and payments to:
Electronic Servicing & Technology, 76 N. Broadway, Hicksville, N.Y. 11801 Attn: Classified Department Ph: 516-681-2922

FOR SALE
22,524 SERVICE TIPS for WINDOWS or DOS. This 1
of a kind program is written with multiple solutions for a single
symptom. Service Tips is updated daily with the knowledge &
experience of its thousands of customers. THE ONLY TECHNICAL TIPS PROGRAM APPROVED by National Electronics Service
Dealers Association FOR THE PAST 3 YEARS. SERVICE TIPS for
WINDOWS is $199.95 or for DOS at $169.95 (plus s&h). Electronic
Software Developers Inc. 826 South Main Street, S. Farmingdale,
NY 11735 e-mail: esd@bccom.com. or www.tvtechtips.com.
TO ORDER SERVICE TIPS CALL 1-800-621-8477

Computer Monitor Service Information. Windows Tech -Tips
Monitor Repair Software Program, over 800 Monitor Schematics,
ESR IN -CIRCUIT capacitor tester, 8 position monitor splitter. Visa,
Master Card, Amex Credit Cards Accepted. M.I. Technologies Inc.
937-335-4560, Fax: 937-339-6344, E-mail: mit335@bright.net,

WEB http://www.mitechnologies.com.

Steps to Troubleshooting Electronic Problems in Circuits,
$25.00. Steps to Setting Up Your Own TV Repair Store, $100.00.
Certified Check or money orders only. Arnold Burns, 425 East
51st Street, Brooklyn, NY 11203.
SEMICONDUCTOR TEST SHEETS. Visually test components for
shorts, opens, and faults by their temperature. Tests in seconds for
only $12.50. Send payment to: P.I. Electronics, 801 North Wilson
Drive, Cheraw, SC 29520.

Sencore SC61 - scope, $800.00, CM2125 - Computer Monitor
ANalyzer, $1,500.00, CR7O-CRT analyzer + restorer, $500.00.
Call: 610-380-1935.

Camcorder Service and Repair. U.P.S to us. Done right, fast,
insured, all makes. Atlas Electronics, Ron, 412-444-0011.
SERVICE TIPS over 38,000 excellent ones from KD T -V, Nesda, other

Professional Servicers. 380 brands (TV, VCR, Monitor, Microwave,
Camcorder, Audio, Misc.). Only $59.95! Add your own tips. Automatically
alphabetizes symptom. Tip exchange. Print tips. Symptom search, Info
search, Cure search. Finest ORIGINAL data. Ours is best - I'll prove it!
FREE DEMO on website http://www.kdtviwe.com KD T -V 514 3rd St.

Aurora, IN 47001. 1,000+ real -world tips added every month! Annual
subscription avail. $15/mo. ORDER TOLL FREE 1-888-KD-STIPS. All
c/cards. Ken Hull C.E.T.
Sencore SC3100 $1500, VG91 $1100, VC93 $900, VA62 $700, SC61
$650, VC93 $900, SG165 $250. TEK 475 200meg $400. 500 factory
camcorder manuals, $700.Call 732-968-1145.

SENCORE, TEKTRONICS, HEWLETT PACKARD (all models). We
BUY, SELL, & TRADE . Please call "CHOICE ELECTRONICS" for all
of your test equipment needs. Complete financing options available.
Call 1-800-609-0677, 605-361-6386 ask for Lance Tople.
NAP Tuner 340309. RCA Tuner TCHRIA or TCCRIA and more. Snowy

picture? Will rebuild for $25.00, Free Shipping. Tip Top TV & VCR,
18441 Sherman Way, Reseda, CA 91335, 818-345-1974.

TEST EQUIPMENT BOUGHT & SOLD: OSCILLOSCOPES, ETC.
925-706-0177. FAX: 925-706-0156.
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FAX: 516-681-2926

FOR SALE
FURTHER PRICE REDUCTION. Diehl Mark III $49, Diehl Mark V
Horizontal circuit tester $169. New. Conductive coating for remote control keypads $9.99 ppd. WEEC, 2411 Nob Hill Road, Madison, WI 53713.
608-238-4629, 608-273-8585.

» more than **20,000 ***TECHNICAL REPAIRS*** FREE DEMO***
REPAIRS for TVs, VCRs, Projection TVs, CAMCORDERs, CD Players,

Audio on computer disks - The TECHNICAL TIP REPAIR Program.
Easy look -up by Model/Chassis number. PROFESSIONAL BOARD
LEVEL & COMPONENT LEVEL REPAIRS. ADD your own tech tips.
PRINT tips. BACKUP & save Your Tips. Have your own tips? Ask about
our TIP EXCHANGE policy with *** FREE Updates ***. For IBM compatible computers with a hard drive and some Apple Macs. Only $125.00
** FREE SHIPPING
NEW VERSION works in DOS, WINDOWS 3.1 &
WINDOWS 95.*** FREE DEMO *** HIGHER INTELLIGENCE SOFT-

WARE,60 FARMINGTON LANE, MELVILLE, NEW YORK 11747.
CALL 1-800-215-5081
IN -CIRCUIT CAPACITOR ESR TESTER - Find bad caps FAST and

RELIABLY with the new Capacitor Wizard in -circuit ESR Tester!
Great for monitors, switching power supplies, TVs, etc. Only
$179.95. MCNISA. Independence Electronics Inc., 800-833-1094,
www.awiz.com.
TV CASE HISTORIES: Booklet with 2,825+ histories. Satisfaction assured.

Only $56 (plus $3.00 for priority mail). Mike's Repair Service, P.O. Box
217, Aberdeen Proving Ground, MD 21005. Same mailing address 34 years.
Send SASE for samples. 410 -272 -4984,1 -800 -2 -FIX TVS 11 am-9pm. ( or

at http://www.netgsi.com/-mikesrs).

Factory service data, used -Sams, books, vintage parts. AG
Tannenbaum, Box 386, Ambler, PA 19002. 215- 540-8055, fax 215540-8327, On-line catalog: www.agtannenbaum.com.
( ( 36,000 REPAIR TECH -TIPS

) ) As promised, another 2,000 daily
repairs have been added to our database this update. Included are the
Digital Convergence and Pincushion repairs of our industry. WE ARE
TECHNICIANS! TEST our FULL DATABASE of repairs in CD FORMAT, DOS or WINDOWS for ONE WEEK in YOUR SERVICE CENTER for $20.00. If satisfied, you may join our membership for an additional $330.00. Our membership price has been the same for the past
8 years and will remain the same in the future."FREE" 48 Page member magazine "THE TIP INFORMER", "FREE" Emergency tech -assist

telephone line, "FREE" FCC -ID Cross -Reference Manual, "FREE"
Service Center Forms, Semi-annual updates with 2,000 new repairs
in five - 2" Paper Manuals or Computer, CD, DOS or True Windows.
You may enter your own repairs, edit or tag any report or press one key
and printout selected or all repairs on a particular Model or Chassis or

FCC ID No. "GET TO THE BOTTOM LINE PROFITABLY" CALL and
speak to a service center owner and technician ED Erickson, NESDA
MEMBER and past president of the (PROFESSIONAL ELECTRONICS
ASSN. OF SOUTH FLORIDA). You and your technicians will be glad you
did! Today, labor is your largest expense. 800-474-3588 or 954-349-2455,
TV -Man Tech -Tips, Inc. 2082 Augusta, Weston,Florida 33326.

LOW COST "Signal Eliminator" Can block out severe TV interference. Free details: TINKERTRONICS, PO Box 270786, Corpus
Christi, TX 78427. Tinkertronics @juno.com

PHOTOFACTS

-1/if-CLASSIFIED
BUSINESS OPPORTUNITIES
Electronics Service Center. Very well established, excellent location in Suffolk County.
Steady flow of work. Call for details. Eves,
516-395-4236.

PROFESSIONAL SERVICE CENTER FOR
SALE. Two tech's provide an annual gross
$250,000 - Established 16 yrs. Best location in

the country

Factory Authorized. (owner

retiring) 954-723-1977.

ELECTRONICS,

SALES

&

SERVICE

STORE. Very well established 40 years.
Excellent location in county seat town,
Northwest, IA. Owner retiring. Turnkey. Includes
sales and service equipment, furniture, parts,

1100 schematics, tools, service van. Under
$30,000. Stanley Real Estate 712-732-3740.

/1/1/
CROSLEY
CT2747C205

HELP WANTED
TECHNICIANS WANTED IN
SUNNY FLORIDA For a Factory Authorized Service Center For Over Forty Five

27V506-00AA

Manufacturers. MINIMUM OF THREE
YEARS OF EXPERIENCE WITH REFERENCES. SEVERAL; OPENINGS FOR PROJECTION TV, DIRECT VIEW TV, and VCR.
Wages according to Qualifications. Biggest

FVH-4514
FVH-4515

BENCH

FISHER
FVH-45 1 6

GE
CTC185AA

Service Center in South Florida, Three
Branches Serving Dade and Broward

25GT507TX1
25GT511TX1
25GT560TX1

Counties Since 1985. Say Goodbye to Snow,

Come To Work With Us. Video Electronics
and Parts, 5260 N.W. 167th Street, Miami
Lakes, FL 33014. Contact: Bernard Camen
at 305-621-4026. You can also Fax Your
Resume at 305-624-0726.

C-20710

Send your Readers' Exchange submissions to:
Readers' Exchange, Electronic Servicing & Technology, 76 N. Broadway, Hickslille, NY 11801

Original packaging, perfect condition. Used less
than 50 hours. Includes all connectors, manuals &
references. $2575.00. Contact: Rusty, 707-442-

/ 388, Fax: 707-442-1027.
810 Sams Photofacts ranging from 3 to 2034.

Sencore V A62, VC63, $1000.00, SC3I00,
$2000.00, PR57, $300.00. All probes, manuals
and schematics. In excellent condition. Contact:

Frank, 813-546-7060.
Sylvania E models, 40 new and used modules
in original cartons, $5.00 each in lot. Contact: Al

Lund, 218 High Street, Waupaca, WI 54981, 715258-3897.
Sams complete collection from 960 to 1535, and
some older. $50.00 per 50 or offer on all. Contact:

Worley, 305 Hickory Bend Road, Enterprise, AL
36330, 334-347-5281, worley@snowhill.com.

3814
3804
3804
3814

PANASONIC
AMDP243
CT-9R20T

3816
3816

27P340C401

WANTED
Schematic for IBM 8512-001 and 8513-23 VGA
monitors. Contact: T. Sklany, 33 Milltown Road,

QUASAR

New Fairfield, CT 06812, 203-746-3864.

TP2008U

ADC271

A unit or schematic for an ADC sound shaper

SANYO
VHR-5432
VHR-5436
VWM-340

izer/frequency analyzer unit. Will pay for repro-

duction and mailing. Contact: Moore, 12218
Westview Drive. Upper Marlboro, MD 20772-5053
, e-mail: gmoore8655@hotmaiLcom.

SONY
KV-27V25
KV-32V25
SCC-J71J-A
SCC-J71L-A
SCC-J73H-A
SCC-J73K-A

Zenith part 905-335 or SI-1125 HDR from Zenith
stereo model MC -6190. Would be interested in more
than one if possible. Also need Zenith part 804-741,
806-123 (6), 893-1178 (12), 988-368 (6), 63-8282

(I). Contact: Monks TV, 914-229-5076.
Gateway Colorbook 2 portable computer parts.
Any reasonable price is acceptable. Contact: John

TOSHIBA
CF13F22
CL14F22

Augustine, 610-929-8850, e-mail: jaugust@bellatlantic.net.
Five inch CRT for RCA scope model 535A or

Will pay shipping. Contact: Ed
Pierzhald, 5646 W. 158th Street. Oak Crest, IL

3815

MX2784B101
TP2779C101
27V522-00AA
27W506-00AA

PHILIPS
27A515-00AA

equalizer model SS -325X or a BSR 4000XR equal-

Make offer with or without cabinets. Contact:
717-264-3846, e-mail: salmento@epix.net.

3807
3807
3807
3807

MAGNAVOX

Readers' Exchange is a free service.
The following restrictions apply to Readers' Exchange:
Only individual readers may use Readers' Exchange, and items must be restricted to those that are
ordinarily associated with consumer electronics as a business or hobby. If you're in business to sell the
item(s) you want to offer for sale, the appropriate place for your message is in a paid advertisement, not
Readers' Exchange.
Readers' Exchange items must be restricted to no more than three items each for wanted and for sale.
All submissions must be typed or printed clearly!

Sencore CM2I25 computer monitor tester.

(sim to) VCR -284
(sim to) VCR -284
(sim to) VCR -284

J'IC

-4/1/1 READERS' EXCHANGE_w_

FOR SALE

3808
3808

TAC9611

3806
3806
3805
3805
VCR -284
VCR -284
VCR -284

3812
3812
3812
3812
3812
3812

3809
3809
3809

WO -505A.

Tenma 100MHz, 8 -trace, 4 -input CRT readout

scope, $1000.00; monitor tester, $100.00; video
generator, $50.00. B&K curve tracer, $100.00;
sound level meter, $25.00; tube tester, $50.00.
Universal test center; frequency counter, function

60452, 708-687-0861.

generator, tri-output power supply meter, $300.00.

settle for kit or assembly manual. Willing to pay
decent finder's fee. Contact: Donald Dupre, 401-

All equipment is new with leads and books. Will

MITS calculator as featured in the November
1971 issue of "Popular Electronics" magazine. Will

take best offer for all equipment. Contact: 717-328-

737-7118 or 401-886-3910, e-mail: dgn@cherry-

4926 or ppe@innernet.net.

semi.com.

ZENITH
CN-I50
SY1324S
SY1324X
SY193ISG
SY255 IS
SY2551SM
Y1322S

April 1998

3811
3811
3811

3813
3810
3810
3811
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Phone Equipment DemosWithout Phone Lines

TUBES.TUBES.TUBES
World's Largest Range

UP TO 85% OFF

VISA

operate phones, modems, or faxes. Connect
two devices. When one goes off -hook, the

pAr iscke f

International Components Corporation

other one rings. For more information,
our Fax Back 715-386-4345 Doc. 605

Toll Free 800-645-9154N.Y. State 516-293-1500
107 Maxess Road. Melville, New York 11747

Do You Repair Electronics?
- Over 76,000 records
- Private user forums
rooms

RepairWorld.com

1:1,1ron$,I. oil,

I

lietald 'n 1,10.0111. Oil 45174 1517,175-517S

Circle (64) on Reply Card

A/Latices-sal
Computer
Association
The National Computer Association

is the Professionals' Choice for securing a future in the
computer industry. We make the computer industry a better
place for our members to work by uniting together and working

to reverse the trend of high overhead and low profits.
Please See Our Ad on Page 15
or Volt Our Website at
r.wAv nca-net corn

1 -800-615-6224
MCI
S"1,rtrunics "44.

tams

0._

I.

zLij

a t... 4

0
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Your Ticket to

S u CC E S S
More than 40,000 technicians have gained
admittance worldwide as certified professionals. Let your ticket start opening doors for you.

ISCET offers Journeyman certification in
Consumer Electronics, Industrial, Medical,
Communications, Radar, Computer and
Video. For more information, contact the

International Sociey of Certified Electronics Technicians, 2708 West Berry Street
Fort Worth TX 76109; (817) 921-9101
Name

Address
City

Zip
Send material about ISCET and
becoming certified
Send one 'Study Guide for the
Associate Level CET Test.'
Enclosed is $10 (inc. postage).

State

call VIKING®

Circle ( 4) on Reply Card

Circle (68) on Reply Card

Repair Databases for
TV. VCR, Monitor. UL
Audio, FCC. and more

to klin

The DLE-200B provides talk battery

Over 2,000 Types, Domestic & Foreign
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Page

Company

Number

Reader
Service
Number

A -Tech

37

61

Andrews Electronics
B & D Enterprises
Electro Dynamics
Electronics Technicians Assoc.
Electronix Corporation
Fluke Corporation
Herman Electronics
International Components Corp.
Iscet
MAT Electronics
MCM Electronics
Mouser Electronics
NCA/National Computer Assn.
PTS Electronics
Panasonic
Philips Software Development
Philips Service Solutions Group
Richardson Electronics
RNJ Electronics, Inc.
SBS Direct
Sams & Company, Howard
Sencore
TechAmerica
Thomson Consumer Electronics
Viking Electronics
Wavetek

48
52
4,5
54
60

62
63

65,66

1

109

79
64

43
60
60
50
49

67

11

71

15,60
44

80

68
88
69
70
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41
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39
IBC
60

117
120
73
74
75
114
76
116
118
4
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42
45
51

47
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Advertiser
Hotline
215/949-0400
800/289-0300
888/815-0508
800/426-6423
765/653-4301
937/878-1828
800/44 -FLUKE
800/938-4376
800/645-9154
817/921-9101
800/628-1118
800/543-4330
800/992-9943
800/615-6224
800/844-3291
800/545-2672
423/475-0393
800/851-8885
800/222-2787
800/645-5833
800/603-9000
800/428-7267
800/SENCORE
800/813-0087
800/336-1900
715/386-8861
800/854-2708

We'd like to see your company listed here too. Call Evelyn
Garrison at 425-557-9611 or Fax her at 425-557-9612 to work out

an advertising program tailored to suit your needs.

What's Your Best Servicing Value?
The magazine that makes money for you -

Electronic Servicing & Technology!
Each month, ES&Tbrings you how-to
service articles on TVs...VCRs...Computers... CD players...
Microwaveovens... Audio products and more. Its the information you need to do your job everyday.
Regular columns and special features from e<perts will make you more
efficient - and more profitable - in no time. Plus., our monthly PROFAX, a FREE 8 -page
pull-out of popular TV, VCR and computer schematics, makes ES&T an even greater value.

1 -year, (12 issues) $26.95
1 -year Canada/Mexico $36.95
1 -year Foreign Air Post, 644.95

2 -years, (24 issues) $49.95
2 -years, Canada/Mexico $69.95
2 -years Foreign Air Post, $85.95

Electronic Servicing & Technology
76 North Broadway, Hicksville, NY 11801 Phone: 516-681-2922 FAX: 516-681-2926
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SKH DC452

SKID 1050

SKI D294
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SKHD6453

SK1D1053

SKI D295

SKTE

-IKHD6454

SKID 1054

SK1D296

SKTE

KH06470 SKJD1055

SKI D297

SKTF

K1-06471

KlD 107

SKI D299

SKTF

D6488
nPrign

SK1D108

SKI D9023

SKTF

SKID110

SKJ D9024

SKTF

r7. :.,/t

t".1

-4

",KTF

can supp y KTF
D6500

SKTF

I

*th these
Video Replacement Parts

D6509 SK1D1105

SKKIT10f_

SKTF

D6510 3K1D1106
D6511 SK1D1108

SKK1T109

SKTF

SKK1T110

SKTF

D6513 S.<1D112

SKK1T111

SKTF

06514

At Thomsr:,n, we understand the low cost of

KHD651

new VCRs has made it difficult to convert

Olt

K1 -I D65

SKH D651

SKHD6520
Replacement Parts. Their low cost means

Thomson Consume- Electronics.
For a complete cross-reference,
product gr_ ide and dealer pricing,

contact your Thomson Distributor.

SKTF
SKTF

28

SKTF

529

SKTF

SIC SPeCia151 171530

SKTF

I

)4

SKH D6521

25

.3KH D6522

3K1 1203
Sr<01204

6127

SKH D6524

6135
D6136

KKIT71531
SKK1T71532

SKTF
SKTF

SKTf

SKID 121

SKK1T71534

SKTF

SIKH D6525

3.<1D1215

SKK1T71535

SKI -1

SKH 06528

3K1D122

SKKIT71536

SKTF

-06169

SKH D6536

SKID 123

SKK1T7848

SKTE

06171
KHD6172

SKHD6537
SKH D6540

3K1D125

SKM K0001

SKTF

SKID 126

SKMS22

SKTF

KHD6173

SKHD6541

SKID 127

SKMS23

SKTF

SKHD6174
SKHD6175

SKH D6545

SK1D128

SKMS24

SKTF

SKMS25

SKTF

SKMS9101

SKUI

SKPL 104

sKr

SKUI
SKUI

S

SKUI

SKHD6547

3K0129
SKH D6549 3K01752

SKHD6176
SKHD6178 SKH 06573
SKHD6180 SKH D65,37
SKHD6186 SKH D6603
THOMSON CONSUMER ELECTRONICS

SKTF

SKKJT71533

more proti:s for you. All with the quality
you expec: from SK Series and

Your

ICE

SKHD65

expanding our line of Sk Series Video

1525
' 526

Distributor
Latest
The
About

KHD

estimates iito repairs. That's why we keep

.1

T K'

SKHD6190
SKHD6192
SK1-06197
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FORCE TM /fo(a)rs/ n.
I

. power; the power to act effectively and

vigorously; to cause to develop or grow
faster; an irresistible drive to be the best

(e.g. FORCE puts your business on top
with tomorrow's service solutions today).
2. features; FORCE offers features available
nowhere else: box n' note, hot spots, multiuser

manual access, multimanufacturer capability,

portability, expandability, on-line access, etc.
3.

cost savings; (see productivity,

efficiency,

accuracy) combined CTV and PTV Internet
manual subscriptions save a whopping 30%
compared to paper subscriptions for the same

data. Plus, FORCE reduces the cost of doing
business by organizing all service information
and

improving

parts

order

accuracy.

4. multimanufacturer capability; the end
user

program,

developed

with CHET T"

Technology, can read not only FORCE service
data, but that of all participating manufacturersand that number is still growing.

define your business, define your future

FORCE

is

ETCH
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a Computer Help for

Electronic Troubleshooting application. Philips

is

licensed to use and create CHET Technology service data.

-6-

PHILIPS

Find out more about this revolutionary format now. For more information (with no obligation),
call (423) 415-0393, fax (423) 415-0118, or e-mail us at force.support@knox.pcec.philips.com.

Visit us on the Web at http://www.forceonline.com
401

E

Old Andrew Johnson Highway, P.O.Box 555, Jefferson City, TN 31160
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